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Abstract This paper reviews methods for estimating evaporation from landscapes, regions and larger geographic extents, with remotely sensed surface temperatures, and highlights uncertainties and limitations associated with those estimation methods. Particular attention is given to the validation of such approaches against ground based flux measurements. An assessment of some 30 published validations shows an average root mean squared error value of about 50 W m-2 and relative errors of 15–30%. The comparison also shows that more complex physical and analytical methods are not necessarily more accurate than empirical and statistical approaches. While some of the methods were developed for specific land covers (e.g. irrigation areas only) we also review methods developed for other disciplines, such as hydrology and meteorology, where continuous estimates in space and in time are needed, thereby focusing on physical and analytical methods as empirical methods are usually limited by in situ training data. This review also provides a discussion of temporal and spatial scaling issues associated with the use of thermal remote sensing for estimating evaporation. Improved temporal scaling procedures are required to extrapolate instantaneous estimates to daily and longer time periods and gap-filling procedures are needed when temporal scaling is affected by intermittent satellite coverage. It is also noted that analysis of multi-resolution data from different satellite/sensor systems (i.e. data fusion) will assist in the development of spatial scaling and aggregation approaches, and that several biological processes need to be better characterized in many current land surface models. Keywords Evaporation  Remote sensing  Thermal imagery  Land surface temperature  Estimation methods  Uncertainty  Scaling J. D. Kalma (&) School of Engineering, University of Newcastle, Callaghan, NSW 2308, Australia e-mail: [email protected] T. R. McVicar CSIRO Land and Water and eWater CRC, GPO Box 1666, Canberra, ACT 2601, Australia M. F. McCabe School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW 2052, Australia
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Nomenclature B Coefficient in Eq. 3 (-) Bulk turbulent transfer coefficient (-) CBN Specific heat of air at constant pressure (J kg-1 K-1) Cp D Zero plane displacement height (m) E, Ea Actual evaporation rate (mm day-1) Normalised actual evaporation (mm day-1) En Potential evaporation rate (mm day-1) Ep Priestley–Taylor evaporation rate (mm day-1) EPT Equilibrium evaporation rate (mm day-1) Ew Actual vapour pressure of the air (Pa) ea Saturated vapour pressure of the air (Pa) e a* Saturated vapour pressure at Ts (Pa) es* Saturated vapour pressure at Tu (Pa) eu* Fractional vegetation cover (-) fc G Soil heat flux (W m-2) Surface conductance (m s-1) Gs Bulk leaf boundary layer conductance (m s-1) gb H Sensible heat flux (W m-2) Sensible heat flux to/from canopy (W m-2) Hc Sensible heat flux to/from soil (W m-2) Hs K; Downwelling shortwave radiation flux (W m-2) K: Upwelling shortwave radiation flux (W m-2) k Von Karman’s constant (0.4) kB-1 Dimensionless ratio used to calculate rex L Monin-Obukhov length (m) L; Downwelling longwave radiation flux (W m-2) L: Upwelling longwave radiation flux (W m-2) n Exponent in Eq. 3 Aerodynamic resistance (s m-1) ra Canopy resistance (s m-1) rc Canopy resistance at potential transpiration (s m-1) rcp Excess (supplementary, extra) resistance (s m-1) rex Net (allwave) radiation flux (W m-2) Rn (Rn)d Daily total of net radiation (W m-2) Radiometric-convective resistance (s m-1) rr Surface (stomatal, soil) resistance (s m-1) rs Surface temperature of very dry pixel (K; °C) T? Air temperature at screen height (K; °C) Ta Taero Aerodynamic surface temperature (K; °C) Canopy temperature (K; °C) Tc Dew point temperature (K; °C) Td Surface temperature of pixel with kE = 0 (K; °C) TH Surface temperature of pixel with H = 0 (K; °C) TkE Kinetic temperature (K; °C) Tk Surface temperature of very wet pixel (K; °C) To Temperature of mean air stream in canopy (K; °C) T0 Radiative surface temperature (K; °C) Trad Radiative surface (soil + vegetation) temperature (K; °C) Ts
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Soil surface temperature (K; °C) Unknown surface temperature in Eqs. 25 and 26 (K; °C) Foliage (vegetation) temperature (K; °C) Wind velocity (m s-1) Friction velocity (m s-1) Roughness length for sensible heat transfer (m) Roughness length for momentum transfer (m) Broadband albedo; hemispherical reflectance Priestley–Taylor parameter Stress factor in Jiang and Islam (2003) Psychrometric constant (Pa K-1) Slope of saturated vapour pressure curve at current air temperature (Pa K-1) Emissivity View angle Evaporative fraction (kE/(Rn-G)) Relative evaporation (Ea/Ep) Latent heat of vaporization (J kg-1) Stability correction for sensible heat transfer Stability correction for momentum transfer Parameter in Eqs. 14 and 15 Air density (kg m-3) Upwelling spectral reflectance (-) Decoupling coefficient of Jarvis and McNaughton (1986)



1 Introduction In the 1950s and 1960s evaporation1 from well-watered land surfaces was thought to be controlled largely by meteorological conditions. Spatial variance in vegetation and soil conditions was generally not seen as important. Kalma and Calder (1994) noted that by the 1980s a number of spatially and temporally dynamic feedback mechanisms between evaporation and the land surface (e.g. surface albedo and rooting depth) were recognized. To adequately capture these feedbacks, models were developed that account for atmospheric demands, surface radiation budget and water availability, as well as a range of biological and physical interactions. Much progress has been made in gaining insight of local-scale evaporation processes through accurate point measurements with Bowen ratio and eddy correlation equipment. However, such observations only represent local processes and even measurements with advanced eddy correlation systems on towers can rarely be extended to large areas due to land surface heterogeneity and the dynamic nature of the heat transfer processes (see French et al. 2005). Since the 1980s the general view has evolved that significant spatial variability in evaporation may be important and that effective methods for determining landscape-scale evaporation are needed. A wide range of meteorological and climatological approaches 1



The term evaporation as used in this paper refers to what is often referred to as evapotranspiration, which includes all processes of vaporization. It is denoted as E. The equivalent latent heat flux is denoted by kE where k is the latent heat of vaporization (J kg-1). Over land surfaces the evaporation term comprises transpiration from vegetation, evaporation of water intercepted by the canopy of plants and trees, evaporation from the soil surface and evaporation from small water surfaces.
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have been used to estimate areal evaporation, but it is widely recognized that there is still a paucity of (i) simulation models capable of realistically estimating the distributed nature of land surface processes; and (ii) techniques for up-scaling estimates based on point-scale observations (see also Kalma and Calder 1994). This change in view was coincident with the use of airborne eddy correlation flux apparatus, the development of scintillometry (de Bruin et al. 1996; Green et al. 2001) and especially the use of a spatially dense measurement technology—remote sensing. Carlson (1986) discussed a range of analytical and diagnostic approaches which combine the surface energy balance expression and land surface flux equations with remotely sensed surface temperatures. The attraction of using remote sensing to monitor the land surface temperature and reflectivity (using different spectral regions) lies in its ability to: (i) spatially integrate over heterogeneous surfaces at a range of resolutions; and (ii) underpin information systems routinely generating operational areal evaporation(E) products once long time-series data availability issues are overcome (Schmidt et al. 2006). Despite early doubts (see e.g. Shuttleworth 1991; Hall et al. 1992) about the accuracy and usefulness of satellite based radiometric temperature measurements to estimate E, over the last 15 years a wide range of remote sensing methods have been developed and evaluated. Approaches differ in: (i) type and spatial extent of application (e.g. irrigation, dry-land agriculture, forestry, hydrology or climatology [noting that the first 3 examples usually focus on specific land covers, whereas the latter two usually cover a variety of land covers]); (ii) type of remote sensing data; and (iii) use of ancillary (micro-) meteorological and land cover data. The large number of papers published since the 1980s on the use of remotely sensed land surface temperature data to estimate E have resulted in the publication of several major reviews which report on such estimation from different perspectives. These include major overviews focusing on the use of thermal infrared radiation (TIR) data by Moran and Jackson (1991); Kustas and Norman (1996) and Quattrochi and Luval (1999). In recent years Overgaard et al. (2006) addressed the use of remote sensing from a hydrological perspective, whereas Gowda et al. (2007) and Glenn et al. (2007) focused on estimation approaches with particular reference to plant sciences, agronomy and irrigation applications. Farahani et al. (2007) surveyed progress in the measurement and modelling of crop evaporation which also includes the use of remote sensing for mapping evaporation across large areas and to a lesser extent in irrigation areas. Verstraeten et al. (2008) recently provided a comprehensive review of ground based and remote sensing methods for assessing evaporation and soil moisture content across different scales of observation. This paper reviews methods for estimating evaporation with remotely sensed surface temperatures at local, regional and continental scales, with particular emphasis on studies published since the early 1990s. Our aim is to highlight uncertainties and limitations associated with these physical and analytical estimation methods. Particular attention is given to the validation of remote sensing techniques and land surface models against ground based flux measurements. This review also provides a discussion of temporal and spatial scaling issues associated with the use of such methods for estimating evaporation. The layout of the paper is provided in Table 1.



2 Energy Balance and Radiation Balance; Surface Temperature Measurement Evaporation is the process whereby water is transferred from the soil and/or the vegetation layer to the atmosphere. The physical processes of evaporation and transpiration require:
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Table 1 Layout of the paper, with numbers of sections and sub-sections Section number



Topic



1



Introduction



2



Energy Balance and Radiation Balance; Surface Temperature Measurement



3



Statistical Methods using Difference Between Surface and Air Temperature



4



Surface Energy Balance Models 4.1



One-Source Surface Energy Balance Models



4.2



Two-Source Surface Energy Balance Models



5



Methods Using Time Rate of Change in Surface Temperature with Atmospheric Boundary Layer Models



6



Spatial Variability Methods 6.1



Surface Temperature, Reflectivity and Vegetation Indices



6.2



Surface Temperature and Reflectivity



6.3



Surface Temperature and Vegetation Indices



6.4



Empirical Vegetation Index Methods



7



Estimating Evaporation with Surface Temperature and Meteorological Data 7.1



Crop Water Stress and water deficit Indices



7.2



Normalised Difference Temperature Index



7.3



Methods Based on the Complementary Approach



8



Use of Remotely Sensed Surface Temperature Data with Land Surface Models 8.1



Calibration of Land Surface Models; Parameter Optimization



8.2



Data Assimilation in Land Surface Models



9



10



Discussion 9.1



Limitations of Estimates derived from Thermal Imagery



9.2



Evaluation of Remote Sensing Based Approaches



9.3



Temporal and Spatial Scaling Issues Concluding Remarks



(i) a source of water; (ii) a source of energy; and (iii) a sink for vapour. These three requirements have led to a broad classification of methods for estimating evaporation into: (i) mass budget methods; (ii) energy budget methods; and (iii) methods based on measurements of mean profiles and atmospheric turbulence. Surface energy balance (SEB) models are based on a solution of the surface energy budget. According to Su (2002) there are three broad SEB approaches for estimating areal evaporation. The first approach calculates the sensible heat flux (H) and then obtains the latent heat flux (kE) as the residual of the energy balance equation. This so-called residual approach is expressed by kE ¼ Rn  G  H



ð1Þ



where kE = latent heat flux, Rn = net (all-wave) radiant energy; G = soil heat flux; and H = sensible heat flux, all usually expressed in W m-2. E is the rate of evaporation of water (e.g. expressed in kg m-2 s-1) and k = the latent heat of vaporization of water (J kg-1). All terms of Eq. 1 depend on the land surface temperature. The Rn term is taken as positive if it is a gain to the surface, whereas the other fluxes are taken as positive if they are away from the surface. The second approach uses a water stress index to estimate the
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relative evaporation (Kr), i.e. the ratio of actual to potential evaporation (Ea/Ep). Ea may then be obtained if Ep is determined from meteorological data with some type of combination equation. The third approach is to compute all components of the energy budget at the land surface with continuous Land Surface Models (LSMs) which include soil–vegetation–atmosphere transfer (SVAT) models. The (Rn - G) term is called the available energy. It is needed for each SEB method. The radiation budget expressed by Rn is given by Rn ¼ K #  K " þL #  L "



ð2Þ



where K; = down-welling shortwave radiation (which depends on atmospheric transmissivity, time-of-day, day-of-year and geographic position, K: = reflected shortwave radiation which depends on surface albedo (a) and K;, L; = down-welling longwave radiation (which depends on the atmospheric emissivity which in turn is influenced by amounts of atmospheric water vapor, carbon dioxide and oxygen and by air temperature and L: = up-welling longwave radiation (which depends on land surface temperature and emissivity). Readers are referred to Sellers et al. (1990); Schmugge and Becker (1991); Zhang et al. (1995); Nunez and Kalma (1995); Boegh et al. (1999) and Bisht et al. (2005) for reviews of the use of remotely sensing data for estimating components of the radiation budget and hence Rn. Bisht et al. (2005) expressed concern about the risk of error accumulation; for example, when estimating net long wave radiation the upward and downward longwave radiation fluxes are both large components, so differences between these components may be prone to significant uncertainty. G, which is normally 5–20% of Rn during daylight hours, depends on the soil’s thermal conductivity and the vertical temperature gradient, and cannot be measured remotely. Hence the ratio G/Rn is taken as constant or it is estimated as a function of several parameters, including solar zenith angle, vegetation cover, leaf area index and soil moisture status. Moran et al. (1989) and Zhang et al. (1995) used Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)2 data to estimate G, whereas Bastiaanssen et al. (1994, 1998a) used NDVI, surface reflectance and surface temperature as estimators and Su (2002) used fractional canopy coverage (fc). A large numbers of studies considered the combined effect of errors in Rn and G, implying that the available energy (Rn - G) may be estimated with remote sensing methods to within ±10–20% (see for example Kustas and Norman 1996; Jiang et al. 2004; Bisht et al. 2005). Land surface temperature impacts on all four terms of the energy balance of Eq. 1 and in particular on L: in the radiation balance of Eq. 2. Radiative surface temperatures3 are measured by satellite sensors such as Landsat, AVHRR, MODIS and ASTER. Quattrochi and Luval (1999) provided a brief summary of TIR theory. They note that remotely sensed surface temperature is subject to atmospheric effects which are primarily associated with the absorption of infrared radiation by atmospheric water vapor. Dash et al. (2002) and Glenn et al. (2007), amongst others, noted that early satellite sensors had errors of 3–5 K due to atmospheric effects. They note that a wide range of techniques have been developed to correct for atmospheric effects, including: (i) single-channel methods; (ii) split-window techniques; (iii) multi-angle methods; and (iv) combinations of split-window and multi2 The Normalised Diffference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is defined as [qNIR - qRED]/[qNIR + qRED] where qNIR and qRED represent the spectral reflectances in the near-infrared and red parts of the spectrum. 3 The radiative temperature (Trad) measured by an infrared radiometer from a spaceborne platform is assumed to approximate the hemispherical radiometric temperature as defined by Norman and Becker (1995).
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channel methods. Description of those methods falls outside the scope of the present paper. More recently, Wan et al. (2004) described a method which uses day/night pairs of measurements in multiple infrared channels to calculate land surface temperatures. They applied this method to the MODIS 5 km land surface temperature product and reported an accuracy of ±1 K. Hook and Prata (2001) reported that the ASTER satellite sensor allows surface temperature measurements which are potentially accurate to ±0.5 K whereas Jacob et al. (2004) reported land surface temperature retrieval agreement between ASTER and MODIS of *0.9 K. Coll et al. (2005) reported that Trad retrieved from MODIS with the split-window algorithm agreed well with ground measurements with differences which were comparable with, or better than, the uncertainties in the ground measurements (a bias of 0.1°C and standard deviation of 0.6°C, for cloud free cases and viewing angles less than 60° from nadir).



3 Statistical Methods Using Difference Between Surface and Air Temperature Early methods for estimating E from radiative temperatures were statistical approaches using linear relationships between daily totals of kE and Rn and the difference between (near) mid-day observations of Trad and near-surface air temperature (Ta). Seguin and Itier (1983) proposed the following expression kEd ¼ ðRn Þd BðTrad  Ta Þni



ð3Þ



where the subscripts i and d refer to instantaneous (near mid-day) and daily, respectively; B is a statistical regression coefficient which depends on surface roughness; and n depends on atmospheric stability. Equation 3 was derived from Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (HCMM) observations over fairly homogeneous irrigated and non-irrigated land surfaces, with areas between 50 and 200 km2 (see also Seguin et al. 1982a, b). Carlson et al. (1995a) proposed a simplified method based on Eq. 3 which uses the difference between radiometric surface temperature and air temperature at 50 m at the time of the satellite overpass (Trad - Ta)i. They showed that B and n are closely related to fractional cover fc which can be obtained from the NDVI–Trad plots. B was found to vary from 0.015 for bare soil to 0.065 for complete vegetation cover. The exponent n decreased from 1.0 for bare soil to 0.65 for full cover. On a daily basis this method has an uncertainty of 20–30% or ±1 mm/ day (Kustas and Norman 1996). It is clear that such statistical approaches require local calibration.



4 Surface Energy Balance Models Overgaard et al. (2006) recently reviewed the evolution of land surface energy balance models since the late 1940s. These models all consider the land surface as an electrical analogue which means that the rate of exchange of a quantity (heat or mass) between two points is driven by a difference in potential (temperature or concentration) and controlled by a number of resistances that depend on the local atmospheric environment and internal properties of the land surface and vegetation. Their review describes the development of: (i) the combination approach by Penman (1948) which assumes that the only resistance working between the wet surface and the atmosphere is the atmospheric resistance; (ii) the Penman–Monteith ‘‘one-layer’’,
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the electrical resistance analogy to (a) one-source, (b) two-source and (c) multi-layer models, where ra and rs are the aerodynamic and surface resistances, and the superscripts a, c and s refer to the air, canopy and surface layers



‘‘one-source’’ or ‘‘big leaf’’ models (Monteith 1965) which recognize the role of surface controls but do not distinguish between soil evaporation and transpiration; (iii) ‘‘two-layer’’ or ‘‘two-source’’ model such as described by Shuttleworth and Wallace (1985) which includes a canopy layer in which heat and mass fluxes from the soil and from the vegetation are allowed to interact; and (iv) multilayer models which are essentially extensions of the two-layer approach. A schematic diagram is presented in Fig. 1 which illustrates the electrical resistance analogy to: (a) one-source; (b) two-source; and (c) multi-layer models. In the following sections we discuss the use of land surface temperature observations with one-source and two-source SEB models which employ various expressions for the aerodynamic resistance to estimate the sensible heat loss from surface–air temperature differences. 4.1 One-Source Surface Energy Balance Models A large number of one-dimensional one-source4 SEB approaches have been reported which compute kE by evaluating Rn, G and H and solve for kE as the residual term in the energy balance equation (see Eq. 1). This involves computing the sensible heat flux H (W m-2) using the electrical analogue from H ¼ q Cp ½ðTaero  Ta Þ=ra 



ð4Þ



where q = air density (kg m-3); Cp = specific heat of air at constant pressure (J kg-1 K-1); Taero = aerodynamic surface temperature5 at canopy source/sink height (K); Ta = nearsurface air temperature (K) and ra = aerodynamic resistance to sensible heat transfer between 4



The term one-source is used to describe models which implicitly treat the energy exchanges between soil, vegetation and the atmosphere. Such models have also been called single-layer models (see Kustas 1990).



5 The aerodynamic surface temperature (Taero) according to Norman and Becker (1995) is that temperature, which, when combined with the air temperature and a resistance calculated from the log-profile theory, provides an estimate of the sensible heat flux.
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the canopy source/sink height and the bulk air at a reference height above the canopy (s m-1). The ra term is usually calculated from local data on wind speed, surface roughness length and atmospheric stability conditions. The key issue of this approach is to estimate accurately H, as estimation (or measurement) of Rn and G is considered relatively easy (see Sect. 2). It should be noted that, although Eq. 4 is a relatively straightforward expression which makes physical sense, there are several significant difficulties in its use to estimate H (see for example Jupp and Kalma 1989; Kalma and Jupp 1990). Firstly, Taero is the temperature obtained by extrapolating the logarithmic air temperature profile to the roughness length for heat transport (zoh) or, more precisely, to (d + zoh) where d = zero-plane displacement height (see Norman and Becker 1995). Because Taero cannot be measured by remote sensing, it is usually replaced by Trad although these two temperatures may differ by as much as 1–2 K for dense canopies and much more for sparse canopies (see Troufleau et al. 1997). Secondly, Trad is related to the kinetic temperature Tk by the surface emissivity (e) through Trad = (e)1/4 Tk. Converting radiometric temperatures to kinetic temperature requires that e is at least considered, and preferably known. Thirdly, Trad depends on view angle (h) as discussed by Norman et al. (2000). Lastly, Taero and ra are rather difficult to obtain for nonhomogeneous land surfaces and uneven terrain. The aerodynamic resistance ra may be calculated from    ra ¼ 1 k2 u ½ln fðz  dÞ=zoh g  Wh fðz  dÞ=Lg½ln fðz  dÞ=zom g  Wm fðz  dÞ=Lg ð5Þ where k = von Karman’s constant (0.4); u = wind speed at reference height z (m s-1); d = zero-plane displacement height (m); zoh and zom are the roughness lengths (m) for sensible heat and momentum flux, respectively; and Wh and Wm are stability correction functions for sensible heat and momentum flux, respectively, which depend on the MoninObukhov length L (m). These two stability functions are equal to zero if near-surface atmospheric conditions are neutrally stable. ra is usually estimated from local data, although it must be noted that area averaging of roughness lengths is highly non-linear (see Boegh et al. 2002). Cleugh et al. (2007) used Eqs. 1, 4 and 5 for routine monitoring of landscape-scale evaporation. Their method estimates E at 16-day intervals using 8-day composites of 1 km MODIS Trad observations. The method was tested with 3 years of flux tower measurements. The 8-day composite Trad values were averaged from cloud-free single-daily overpasses (acquired at about 10:30 local time) during the composite period and were aggregated from 7 9 7 pixels, yielding 49 km2 areas centered on each flux tower. The comparisons showed significant discrepancies between observed and simulated land surface fluxes. Cleugh et al. (2007) attributed this lack of agreement to the inequality between Taero and Trad and to several other factors, including: (i) the estimation of H with Eqs. 4 and 5 is not constrained by the requirement for energy conservation; (ii) errors in the determination of zoh; (iii) impact of errors in Ta and Trad, as well as the sensitivity of H to fluctuations in ra; (iv) use of unrepresentative emissivities; and (v) non-linearity of Eq. 4 may cause significant errors, when time-averages of instantaneous Trad, Ta and Rn are used. There are two additional factors which may affect the results. Firstly, standard MODIS data processing eliminates all cloud-contaminated pixels in the composite period. Trad values used in the study were therefore averages of between 0 and 8 values and were not necessarily representative of entire 8-day periods. Secondly, there is the issue of spatial representativeness of the flux tower data and the local meteorological forcing for the 49 km2 surrounding the flux towers.
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To account for the differences between Taero and Trad, which may be significant and amount to several degrees, especially for incomplete vegetation covers, Bastiaanssen et al. (1998a) developed an image-based calibration procedure, whereas Huang et al. (1993) developed an empirical formula to estimate Taero. Others have made empirical adjustments to ra which is related to zoh. For example, Stewart et al. (1994) and Kustas et al. (2003a) rewrote Eq. 4 as H ¼ q Cp ½ðTrad ðhÞ  Ta Þ=ðra þ rex Þ



ð6Þ



where Trad (h) is the radiometric surface temperature (K) at view angle h derived from the satellite brightness temperature and rex is a so-called excess resistance (s m-1) which reflects differences between momentum and sensible heat transfer; all other terms are as previously defined. Stewart et al. (1994) related rex to the ratio of roughness lengths for momentum zom and for sensible heat zoh and the friction velocity u* (m s-1) with the expression  ð7Þ rex ¼ kB1 ðku*Þ ¼ ln ðzom =zoh Þ=ðku*Þ where the kB-1 parameter is a dimensionless ratio determined by local calibration. Equation 7 assumes that the ratio zom/zoh may be treated as constant over uniform surfaces, although kB-1 has been found to be highly variable (see for example Brutsaert 1999). The one-dimensional Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) of Su (2002) estimates surface heat fluxes from satellite data and routinely available meteorological data. SEBS requires three sets of input data. The first set consists of a, e, Trad, LAI, fractional vegetation coverage and the vegetation height. When vegetation information is not explicitly available, the NDVI is used as a surrogate. The second set includes observations of Ta, u, actual vapour pressure (ea) at a reference height as well as total air pressure. The third set of data includes measured (or estimated) K; and L;. SEBS consists of several separate modules to estimate Rn, G, and the partitioning of (Rn - G) into H and kE. H is solved using Monin–Obukhov similarity theory. When u and vegetation parameters (height and LAI) are available, the model proposed by Massman (1997) is employed to estimate the displacement height (d) and the roughness height for momentum (zom). If only the height of the vegetation is available, the relationships proposed by Brutsaert (1982, 1999) are used. SEBS has been evaluated over agricultural, grassland and forested sites and across several spatial scales. It has been used with tower based data (see Fig. 2) and with Landsat, ASTER and MODIS satellite data (McCabe and Wood 2006; Su et al. 2005, 2007) (see Fig. 6). In Fig. 3a data from Su et al. (2005) shows good agreement between evaporation estimates over agricultural fields (corn and soy-bean) using Landsat data and in situ tower based eddy-covariance measurements. The energy balance method used by Boegh et al. (2002) eliminated the need for an excess resistance, deriving spatial estimates of ra, rs and kE directly from Landsat-5 TM data. Their method uses remote sensing data with three equations to directly solve for ra, rs and ea at a reference height, employing an iterative technique to estimate ra so there is no need to estimate surface parameters, or empirically adjusted kB-1 values. The authors suggested that their method may be useful for larger scale applications, because it avoids the difficult task of aggregating surface parameters to a larger scale. Estimates of kE obtained as the residual of the energy balance contain biases from both H and (Rn - G). Kustas (2000) identified several factors which impact on the performance of single-source approaches. Firstly, there are uncertainties about atmospheric and
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Fig. 2 Reproduction of surface flux development with a one-source model (SEBS). The time series, determined during the SMACEX-02 field experiment (Kustas et al. 2005) illustrates latent (O) and sensible (D) heat fluxes measured with in-situ eddy-covariance equipment (closed) together with SEBS model estimates (open) at a corn site in Iowa. Data are shown for the daytime period (1000–1600 CST), with major tick marks indicating the first morning measurement. Gaps in the time series are caused by either the absence of flux measurements or missing ancillary data (graphic derived from Su et al. 2005)



Fig. 3 Comparisons of modeled remotely sensed surface heat fluxes (vertical-axis) with in-situ eddycovariance based tower measurements (horizontal axis). In all instances, squares represent sensible heat (H) and triangles latent heat (kE) in W m-2. (a) is derived from Fig. 4 in Su et al. (2005) and shows Landsat based estimates from the SEBS model (Su 2002), with corn crop fluxes presented as closed symbols and soybean estimates as open symbols. The range of results present in the eddy-covariance tower observations are shown in the x-error bars and the standard deviation of satellite based estimates across the region in y-error bars. The regional average heat flux is the intersection of these lines. (b) is a compilation of data from Anderson et al. (2007) presenting flux results from the 1997 Southern Great Plains (SGP-97) experiment (see Jackson et al. 1999), OASIS data (see Brotzge et al. 1999) and SMACEX (see Kustas et al. 2005) using the DisALEXI approach (see Norman et al. 2003). Observations are presented across different land surface types including rangeland, pasture, corn and soybean. (c) is derived from Fig. 8 of Li et al. (2008), and illustrates the influences of scale on flux estimation with the TSM model (Norman et al. 1995; Kustas and Norman 1999). Here, flux estimates are calculated at three resolutions (30 m, 90 m and 960 m) using Landsat data across three different sites in southern Arizona during the SMEX-04 field campaign
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emissivity effects. Secondly, as mentioned above, there is the non-uniqueness of the relationship between Taero and Trad due to h and vegetation properties. Thirdly, these methods require representative near-surface Ta and other meteorological variables measured (or estimated) at the time of the satellite overpass at a location which is close to that of the Trad observation. There may be significant errors involved in defining meteorological variables for each satellite pixel from a sparse network of weather stations (at the time of satellite overpass), especially in environments with high relative relief and slopes (McVicar et al. 2007a). Finally, the accuracy of any of the estimates also depends on the performance of the temperature retrieval algorithm used (e.g. Prata 1993, 1994). 4.2 Two-Source Surface Energy Balance Models The approach represented by Eqs. 4 and 6 makes no distinction between evaporation from the soil surface and transpiration from the vegetation; therefore the resistances are not well defined (Raupach and Finnigan 1988). To address these concerns, two-source models6 have been developed for use with incomplete canopies (e.g. Lhomme et al. 1994; Norman et al. 1995; Jupp et al. 1998; Kustas and Norman 1999). Such models treat E as the sum of evaporation from the soil surface and transpiration from vegetation. Norman et al. (1995) developed a two-source model (TSM) based on single-time observations which eliminates the need for rex as used in Eqs. 6 and 7. In its original form TSM is applicable strictly at scales of less than 10 km. Norman et al. rewrite Eq. 4 as H ¼ q Cp ½ðTrad ðhÞ  Ta Þ=ðrr Þ



ð8Þ



where Trad(h) is the directional radiometric surface temperature obtained at zenith view angle h, and rr is a radiometric-convective resistance (s m-1) given as rr ¼ ðTrad ðhÞ  Ta Þ=½ðTc  Ta Þ=ra þðTs  Ta Þ=ðra þ rs Þ



ð9Þ



In Eq. 9 Tc is the canopy temperature, Ts the soil (surface) temperature and rs the soil resistance to heat transfer (s m-1). The fractional vegetation cover (fc) which depends on sensor view angle was used to estimate Tc and Ts from Trad (h) with  1=4 Trad ðhÞ  f c ðhÞT4c þ f1  f c ðhÞgT4s ð10Þ H is partitioned between the vegetated canopy (Hc) and the soil (Hs), taken in series, so that the resistance network (see Fig. 1) permits interaction between these fluxes, thus influencing the temperature in the canopy air-space. Revisions continue to be made to TSM (see Kustas and Norman 1999; Norman et al. 2000; Kustas et al. 2003b; Li et al. 2005; Sanchez et al. 2007; 2008). Li et al. (2006) compared flux estimates from two TSM versions where: (i) thermal imagery was used to constrain Trad and H; and (ii) microwave remote sensing was employed to constrain nearsurface soil moisture. The estimates obtained with the two model versions were compared with flux tower observations. The results showed opposing biases for the two versions, suggesting that there may be value in combining microwave and thermal remote sensing constraints on H and kE fluxes from soil and canopy. In a recent TSM application, Li et al. (2008) used Landsat data at different resolutions (see Fig. 3c), and compared satellite 6



Two-source models are one-dimensional models which estimate the sensible and latent heat fluxes from the soil and the vegetation separately (see Kustas and Norman 1999). Two-source models have also been called two-layer models (see Kustas 1990).
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retrievals with ground based flux measurements. The results illustrated good agreement at the 30 m and 120 m resolutions, but comparatively poor reproduction of latent heat flux at 960 m, highlighting the issue of sub-pixel scale heterogeneity and the difficulties in assessing remote retrievals at coarse scales.



5 Methods Using Time Rate of Change in Surface Temperature with Atmospheric Boundary Layer Models Wetzel et al. (1984) demonstrated that the time rate of change of area-averaged surface temperature observed with geostationary satellites may be used with a one-dimensional Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) model to estimate surface soil moisture and land surface fluxes. Diak (1990) improved this technique by initializing the model with air temperature, humidity and wind speed soundings and calibrating the model with Trad and ABL height observations. Diak and Whipple (1993) also included horizontal and vertical advection effects in the Diak (1990) model as well as vertical motions above the ABL. The advantage of using the time rate of change approach is that offsets between the measurements of Trad and Ta are cancelled out of the temperature, which reduces the need for absolute accuracy in satellite remote sensing and atmospheric correction. A two-source time-integrated model (TSTIM) was described by Anderson et al. (1997) which was an extension of the earlier TSM model of Norman et al. (1995). Unlike TSM which uses single-time observations, TSTIM requires measurements of surface temperature at two times during the morning hours and an atmospheric temperature profile during the early daylight hours. TSTIM and its successor, the Atmosphere-Land Exchange Inverse (ALEXI) model, couple a two-source land surface model and one-dimensional ABL model. ALEXI was used by Mecikalski et al. (1999) for estimating surface kE and H fluxes over continental scales using satellite and synoptic weather data. Because the method uses time changes in Trad, it is relatively insensitive to uncertainties associated with surface emissivity and atmospheric corrections. Anderson et al. (2007a, b) recently used ALEXI to obtain surface fluxes across the continental United States. They noted that satellite overpass schedules and cloud cover may lead to frequent gaps in the output and used the ALEXI approach with a new gapfilling technique to provide time-continuous flux estimations from hourly geostationary satellite data. The gap-filling function fills flux estimates during gaps in the remote sensing record because intermittent cloud cover impacts adversely on optical remote sensing. It is based on the assumption that the fraction of potential evaporation achieved on clear days (denoted by fEp) is maintained during cloudy intervals (whilst accounting for evaporative losses from the soil) until the next clear day. On clear days fEp is mapped to an available water fraction and on cloudy days the available water fraction is inverted to estimate Ea. The 5–10 km resolution flux estimates generated by Anderson et al. (2007a, b) with ALEXI were disaggregated to micro-meteorological scales (*100 m) with the Disaggregated ALEXI (DisALEXI) algorithm of Norman et al. (2003). It uses low-temporal, high-spatial resolution surface temperature and vegetation cover information from aircraft or satellite imagery (e.g. Landsat, ASTER, MODIS) to disaggregate ALEXI flux estimates obtained from high-temporal, low-spatial resolution (5–10 km) GOES data down to 30– 300 m. Using data from the 1997 Southern Great Plains (SGP) field experiment they reported that the root-mean-square difference between remote sensing estimates and ground based measurements of latent heat fluxes was about 40 W m-2. Figure 3b presents some recent results by Anderson et al. (2007c) with DisALEXI.
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Norman et al. (2000) used the formulations of Anderson et al. (1997) to develop a simple dual-temperature-difference (DTD) approach which uses time rate of change in both Trad and near-surface Ta. The first time is chosen when all fluxes are small and these two temperatures are close, typically just after sunrise. The second time is usually taken when the fluxes are larger and the differences between the two temperatures are near maximum i.e. around solar noon to early mid-afternoon. This approach can be used to simulate H throughout the day whilst kE is then calculated as the residual term in Eq. 1. The method reduces both the errors associated with deriving Trad and with defining specific time-of-day meteorological quantities at large scales. It also eliminates the need for modelling the ABL development (see also Kustas 2000; Kustas et al. 2003a). Regional scale applications of the DTD approach resulted in RMSE values of *60 W m-2 when compared with tower-based kE measurements (see Kustas 2000).



6 Spatial Variability Methods Visible, near-infrared and thermal satellite imagery has been used to develop a range of vegetation indices which have been related to land cover, crop density, biomass and other vegetation characteristics (e.g. McVicar and Jupp 1998). Vegetation indices such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), the Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI), the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) and the Simple Ratio (SR), are measures of canopy greenness which may be related to physiological processes such as transpiration and photosynthesis. The reader is referred to Glenn et al. (2007) for a detailed review. Below we explore how the observed spatial variability in Trad is used with reflectance and/ or vegetation index observations for evaporation estimation. 6.1 Surface Temperature, Reflectivity and Vegetation Indices The Surface Energy BALance (SEBAL) approach (Bastiaanssen et al. 1998a, b; Bastiaanssen 2000) is used with remotely sensed surface temperature, surface reflectivity and NDVI data. The scheme represents a one-source resistance transfer scheme which derives rs, H, kE and near-surface soil moisture. The scheme makes explicit use of the observed spatial variability in surface temperature and surface reflectance across a single cloud-free scene. SEBAL has been designed for the regional scale and it requires few concurrent ground level observations from within the scene. K; and L; are computed using a constant atmospheric transmissivity, an appropriate atmospheric emissivity value and an empirical function of Ta, respectively. G is calculated as a fraction of Rn depending on Trad, NDVI and a (see Bastiaanssen 2000). SEBAL calculates instantaneous values of the sensible heat flux in three main steps. SEBAL firstly recognizes that Taero is not equal to Trad. It assumes that the relationship between Trad and the near-surface temperature gradient (DT) defined as Taero - Ta is quasi-linear. Two extremes are identified from the image: a wet extreme where kE  H and DT = 0, and a dry extreme where kE = 0 and H = Rn - G. These extremes are used to anchor the quasi-linear relationship relating DT to Trad, allowing DT to be estimated for any Trad across the image. Secondly, a scatter plot is obtained for all pixels in the entire image of broadband a values versus Trad. Pixels with large E rates (kE  H) are expected to have low temperature and low reflectance values, whereas areas with little or no E (kE & 0 and H & Rn - G)
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have high surface temperatures and generally high reflectance values. Scatter plots for large heterogeneous regions frequently show an ascending branch controlled by moisture availability and E, and a radiation-controlled descending branch where E is negligible (see for example Fig. 4 in Bastiaanssen et al. 1998b). For the ascending branch, temperatures increase with increasing a values as water availability is reduced and E becomes more limited. The descending branch indicates that increasing a will result in a decrease in surface temperature. If the radiation-controlled descending branch is well defined, ra may be obtained from the (negative) slope of the reflectance–surface temperature relationship. Finally, through the use of local surface roughness (zom) based on the NDVI and the assumption of a fixed zom/zoh ratio, together with the flux profile relationships for temperature and momentum, H can be calculated for every pixel with kE as the residual term in Eq. 1. The SEBAL scheme has been used widely with satellite and aircraft data over relatively flat landscapes with and without irrigation (see Bastiaanssen et al. 1998b). The Mapping EvapoTranspiration with high Resolution and Internalized Calibration (METRIC) method (see Tittebrand et al. 2005; and Allen et al. 2007a, b) was derived from SEBAL for use with irrigated crops. METRIC uses the crop’s reference evaporation (Eref) to represent fully transpiring vegetation. Extreme (cool/wet and warm/dry) pixels are identified in the given agricultural setting with the cool/wet extreme comparable to a reference crop with its evaporation rate computed from the Penman–Monteith combination equation. Evaporation from the warm/dry pixel is calculated with a soil water budget using local meteorological data. Field studies with irrigated alfalfa in Idaho showed agreement to within 5% between METRIC estimates and lysimeter observations. METRIC also uses the reference crop E to extrapolate from instantaneous E fluxes to daily rates. Boegh et al. (1999) presented an energy balance method for estimating transpiration rates from sparse canopies. It requires spectral reflectance and surface temperature data in addition to: (i) an empirical linear relationship between the fraction of Rn absorbed by the vegetation (fRn) and NDVI; (ii) a slope coefficient to describe the relationship between (Ts - T0) and (Ts - Ta), where Ts & Trad = the observed (composite) temperature of soil and vegetation, T0 = temperature of the mean canopy air stream computed by applying the conservation budget equation to the measured sensible heat flux and the air temperature Ta above the canopy; and (iii) the bulk leaf boundary layer conductance gb. Model simulation (see Troufleau et al. 1997) may be used to establish a relationship between (Ts - T0) and (Ts - Ta), whereas gb values are assessed from LAI and approximate estimates of leaf size. Next, the method estimates the transpiration rate of the vegetation from the difference between the net radiation attributed to the vegetation and the sensible heat flux between leaves and the air within the canopy. The method was used in the Sahel for woodlands and agricultural crops with ground based, airborne and satellite remote sensing data and validated with sap flow and latent heat flux measurements. Agreement between remote sensing based estimates and ground based measurements of kE rates is estimated to be better than 30–40 W m-2. 6.2 Surface Temperature and Reflectivity Roerink et al. (2000) proposed the Simplified Surface Energy Balance Index (S-SEBI) approach in which the instantaneous latent heat flux (kEi) is given by kEi ¼ Ki ðRni  Gi Þ



ð11Þ



where (Rni - Gi) is the available energy at the time of the overpass and Ki is the evaporative fraction defined as kE/(Rn - G). S-SEBI requires that the atmospheric conditions
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are reasonably constant across the image and that the image contains both wet and dry areas. Ki is obtained from a scatter plot of observed surface temperature (Trad) and Landsat TM derived broadband a values across the single scene. The scatter plot shows that all data points are contained between: (i) an upper boundary representing dry, radiation controlled conditions where all radiation is used for surface heating and a decreases with increasing surface temperature (TH—where kE is assumed to be 0 W m-2); and (ii) a lower boundary representing evaporation controlled wet conditions, where all energy is used for kE and a increases with an increase in surface temperature (TkE—where H is assumed to be 0 W m-2). Ki for a given combination of observed a and Trad is then obtained as Ki ¼ ðTH  Trad Þ=ðTH  TkE Þ



ð12Þ



where Trad is the observed surface temperature for a given pixel and TH and TkE are the corresponding temperatures on the upper and lower boundary, respectively. The method does not require any additional meteorological data. S-SEBI was also used with some success by Sobrino et al. (2007) with 1 km AVHRR data over the entire Iberian Peninsula. Using the S-SEBI approach, Verstraeten et al. (2005) expressed the upper (radiation controlled) and lower (evaporation controlled) boundaries in the (Trad, a) scatter plot as linear functions of the TH and TkE values with changing a. Validation of their estimation method was carried out with 14 EUROFLUX flux towers located in forested areas in Western Europe over an 8-month period in 1997. When the instantaneous flux estimates at the time of AVHRR overpasses for all sites and all days were compared with tower measurements an RMSE value of about 35 W m-2 was obtained, which was equivalent to a relative error of about 24%. 6.3 Surface Temperature and Vegetation Indices Negative correlations existing between the NDVI and Trad have been linked to evaporative cooling, although for most landscapes variations in fractional vegetation cover, soil moisture availability and meteorological conditions will cause considerable scatter in those relationships. Hope et al. (1986) showed theoretically that rc can be estimated from the relationship between Trad and NDVI and that the slope of the NDVI/Trad curve will depend on the vegetation type. Their findings were confirmed by Nemani and Running (1989) with AVHRR data over a 20 km 9 25 km forested region who showed that Trad had a strongly negative correlation with canopy density as expressed by NDVI and that the slope of the relationship could provide a useful parameterization of rs. Gillies and Carlson (1995) combined an ABL model with a SVAT model for mapping surface cover, surface soil moisture and land surface fluxes. The combined model was run for full cover with the highest known NDVI and for bare soil conditions with the lowest known NDVI in the scene for a range of soil moisture values until AVHRR observed (Trad) and simulated (Taero) surface temperatures matched, at which stage the actual fractional vegetation cover (fc) and surface soil moisture were estimated. These studies led to the ‘‘triangle method’’ (Carlson et al. (1995a, b); Gillies et al. 1997; Carlson 2007) for estimating soil moisture status from the NDVI–Trad relationship. The boundaries of this triangle constitute limiting conditions for H and kE. Boegh et al. (1999) and McVicar and Jupp (1998) noted that the variability in Trad and NDVI depends on the resolution of the remote sensing data. Higher-resolution data suggest that the variance in NDVI and Trad is more strongly related to land cover type. For
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incomplete cover the soil background temperature and fractional cover (fc) can become dominant factors (Friedl and Davis 1994), whereas for lower-resolution data variance in NDVI and Trad is more influenced by dominant agricultural practices and antecedent rainfall. Jiang and Islam (2001); Venturini et al. (2004); Batra et al. (2006) elaborated on the triangle method and used an estimation methodology based on an interpolation of the Priestley–Taylor method (Priestley and Taylor 1972) using the triangular (Trad, NDVI) spatial variation. The Priestley–Taylor expression for equilibrium evaporation from a wet surface under conditions of minimal advection (kEPT) is given by kEPT ¼ aPT ½D=ðD þ cÞ ðRn  GÞ



ð13Þ



where D (Pa K-1) is the slope of the saturated vapour pressure curve at the prevailing Ta, c is the psychrometric constant (Pa K-1) and aPT is the (dimensionless) Priestley–Taylor parameter which is generally interpreted as the ratio between actual E and equilibrium E. The aPT parameter is assumed to be 1.26 for wet land surface conditions. Brutsaert (1982) pointed out that advection free conditions hardly ever occur and it may be noted here that aPT values may increase to approximately 1.6–1.8 when advective conditions are experienced with strong winds and dry, hot air (Flint and Childs 1991; Castellvı´ et al. 2001; Pereira 2004). Global changes in air temperature, humidity, radiation and wind speed clearly also affect the aPT value. This indicates that the value of aPT will change in response to changes in ambient air temperature, humidity, wind speed and radiation conditions and will vary spatially; noting that Flint and Childs (1991) report aPT values ranging from 0.7 to 1.6. Increases in air temperature have been reported for many parts of the world, yet perhaps less well known is that minimum air temperatures at screen level have increased more than maximum air temperatures (e.g. Vose et al. 2005). Decreases in vapour pressure deficit are occurring in many regions (e.g. Hobbins et al. 2004) as are changes in incoming solar radiation (e.g. Wild et al. 2005) and wind speed (e.g. Roderick et al. 2007). Clearly changes in the main forcing variables will impact estimates of EPT, Ep and Ea. In the Jiang and Islam (2001) approach aPT is replaced by a parameter / which accounts for a wide range of ra and rc values. The triangle method, described earlier, suggests that the warm edge of the (Trad, NDVI) scatter plot represents pixels with the highest Trad and with minimum evaporation from the bare soil component, while Ea can vary for different vegetation classes. Linear interpolation between the sides of the triangular distribution of Trad - NDVI allows / values to be derived for each pixel using the spatial context of remotely sensed Trad and NDVI. The / values are related to surface wetness, rs and Trad. Scene-based maximum and minimum values for / are determined as /min = 0 for the driest bare soil pixel and /max = 1.26 for a densely vegetated, well-watered pixel. Thus the actual / value for each pixel in a specified NDVI interval is obtained from the observed (Trad)obs with    ð14Þ / ¼ /max ðTrad Þmax ðTrad Þobs ðTrad Þmax ðTrad Þmin where (Trad)max and (Trad)min are the highest and lowest surface temperatures in each narrow NDVI class which correspond with the lowest and highest evaporation rates, respectively. The evaporative fraction K may then be evaluated from K ¼ /½D=ðD þ cÞ



ð15Þ



Note also the similarity with the approach of Roerink et al. (2000) described in Sect. 6.1 who used a scatter plot of Trad and broadband reflectivity, rather than NDVI, and that of
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McVicar and Jupp (2002) described in Sect. 7.2, who invert a two-source SEB to obtain the maximum and minimum end-members. Wang et al. (2006) adopted the approach of Jiang and Islam (2001) but obtained better results with the spatial variation in (DTrad, NDVI), where DTrad is the day–night difference in Trad as obtained from MODIS imagery. However, their method still requires estimation or measurement of net radiation (Rn) and soil heat flux (G) to convert K into E. In a later paper Jiang and Islam (2003) adopted fractional vegetative cover (fc) as a more suitable generalized vegetation index calculated from the normalized NDVI* with f c ¼ ðNDVI*Þ2



ð16Þ



NDVI* ¼ ðNDVI  NDVImin Þ=ðNDVImax  NDVImin Þ



ð17Þ



where



The difference between surface and air temperature (DT = Trad - Ta) was considered more representative of the sensible heat flux H than Trad and a transformed parameter set (fc, DT) was used. It was assumed that within a certain fc class the evaporative fraction K = kE/(Rn - G) is linearly related to DT. Interpretation of the triangle space of (fc, DT) shows that the evaporative fraction may be estimated from fc and DT for a given set of DTmax, DTe and b, where DTe is DTmax at fc = 1 and b is a stress factor. Using AVHRR data they show that this simple interpretation scheme yielded comparable, or better, results than obtained with the aerodynamic resistance-energy balance method represented by Eq. 6 which includes atmospheric stability corrections and employs an iterative procedure to obtain the most appropriate kB-1 value. A procedure similar to that outlined by Jiang and Islam (2001) was reported by Schu¨ttemeyer et al. (2007) who estimated actual evaporation from semi-arid terrain in Ghana by multiplying potential evaporation, computed with the Makkink equation from METEOSAT-7 near-surface temperature and radiation data, with AVHRR-derived fractional green cover data in an approach originally proposed by Choudhury and De Bruin (1995). Many techniques for estimating E from remote sensing data require ground based observations which are often not available. Nishida et al. (2003a) described an operational method which estimates the evaporative fraction K from optical satellite remote sensing data only. The method is tailored to the MODIS/Aqua sensor although the approach was developed with NOAA-AVHRR data. The algorithm uses a two-source model and the evaporative fraction of vegetation (Kveg) is estimated using the complementary relationship between actual and potential E expressed by Eq. 23. The evaporative fraction of bare soil (Ksoil) is estimated with the triangular relationship between NDVI and Ts as described by Gillies et al. (1997). The NDVI–Ts scatter diagram allows estimation of maximum soil temperature (Tsoil)max (for bare soil at NDVImin), actual Tsoil at NDVI and minimum soil temperature (Tsoil)min at NDVImax which is considered to be close to vegetation temperature Tveg and air temperature Ta. The method provides instantaneous flux data or evaporative fraction values which are assumed to be constant throughout the day. The technique has been applied with bi-weekly 1 km AVHRR data, and validated against measurement from 13 AmeriFlux sites located across the continental United States showing a standard error in K of ±0.17 and an r2 of 0.71. The method assumes a linear relationship between NDVI and the fractional vegetation cover (Lu et al. 2003). Use of MODIS/Aqua data rather than AVHRR data should improve estimation of a, Trad and vegetation indices.
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A satellite-derived index of land surface evaporation based on the above algorithm for use with MODIS/Aqua data is presented in a paper by Nishida et al. (2003b) who describe the advantages of using MODIS/Aqua as: (i) improved spectral and radiometric resolution for deriving surface temperatures and vegetation indices; (ii) the availability of atmospheric temperature and vapour pressure profile data as well as the possibility of using AMSR-E soil moisture data; and (iii) increased frequency of evaporative fraction and evaporation estimates when compared with other sensors. 6.4 Empirical Vegetation Index Methods Glenn et al. (2007) reviewed studies correlating vegetation indices and evaporation. They note that for E estimation from agricultural crops the most direct application is to substitute the vegetation indices for crop coefficients which are defined as the ratio between actual crop water use and reference crop E (Allen et al. 1998) for the given set of local meteorological conditions. For agricultural crops and natural ecosystems they reported linear correlations between E and NDVI with r2 values of about 0.81. In natural ecosystems the vegetation indices may be used for up-scaling from ground based E measurements based on flux towers to larger spatial domains. Glenn et al. (2007) also noted the lack of linear relationships between remotely sensed vegetation indices and canopy properties such as LAI and fc, and suggested that vegetation indices should be used directly rather than attempting to convert them first into LAI or fc estimates (see also Lu et al. 2003). The relationship between NDVI and actual evaporation was also clearly illustrated by Loukas et al. (2005) who successfully used linear relationships between monthly composites of NDVI and actual E simulated with a water balance model to estimate basin-wide actual evaporation in four watersheds in Central Thessaly, Greece, ranging from 134 and 394 km2. Nagler et al. (2005a, b) estimated evaporation from riparian vegetation with simple regression equations based on the MODIS derived Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) (see Huete et al. 2002) and maximum daily air temperature. Correlations with data obtained with flux towers over riparian vegetation along three major river systems in the southwestern United States over 2000–2004 showed that daily E could be simulated with an r2 value of 0.76. More recently Nagler et al. (2007) correlated 16-day MODIS EVI values with E observations obtained with flux towers in semi-arid rangeland in Arizona. A simple multiple linear regression fit of E to EVI and precipitation resulted in r2 = 0.74. Eight sites throughout the Southern Great Plains in the US with Bowen Ratio E observations, net radiation and soil heat flux measurements, observations of relevant meteorological parameters and coincident MODIS satellite data were used for a three-year period by Wang et al. (2007) to investigate correlations between E and the air and surface temperatures, vegetation indices, net radiation and soil moisture. Using daytime averages, net radiation, temperatures and vegetation indices are the top three variables correlated with Ea. There was a near-linear relationship between net radiation at the surface and Ea, so Rn values were used to normalize Ea which was expressed as a linear combination of NDVI and either daytime maximum Ta or Trad. The authors parameterized the normalized actual evaporation En = Ea/Rn as a linear function of vegetation index and air or surface temperature. For daytime averages the regression of En on the combination of EVI and maximum air temperature (Ta)m showed that E could be estimated with an r2 value of 0.83 and a RMSE of about 30 W m-2, which was about 20% of the average E across all sites and all three years. Sensitivity analysis showed for EVI = 0.35, Rn = 350 W m-2 and Ta = 25°C that the relative error in E resulting from a 4 K error in Ta was found to be
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3.8%. Similar sensitivities were observed for EVI and Rn: the relative error in E from an error of 0.04 in EVI was 7.8% and the relative error caused by an error of 20 W m-2 in Rn was 5.8%. The authors noted that these sensitivities to errors in Ta, EVI and Rn are much less than those obtained for methods using surface–air temperature gradients such as TSM (see Timmermans et al. 2007). The above method was validated against an independent data set based on flux tower eddy covariance measurements at 6 sites, comprising grassland, cropping and forests. Correlation between four years of 16-day averaged estimates based on net radiation, EVI and maximum air temperature and measurements of Ea yielded r2 values of 0.71–0.90, RMSE values of 24–39 W m-2, and relative errors of 29–48%. It is also noted that part of the errors encountered are associated with uncertainty in the eddy covariance method. The accuracy achieved with this simple regression method is comparable if not better than that achieved with far more complex methods described elsewhere in this paper and certainly meets the required E retrieval accuracy of about 50 Wm-2 suggested by Seguin et al. (1999).



7 Estimating Evaporation with Surface Temperatures and Meteorological Data 7.1 Crop Water Stress and Water Deficit Indices Numerous studies have investigated since the early 1960s how foliage temperature may be used to estimate crop water stress. Kustas et al. (2003a) distinguished between methods for estimating crop water stress based on: (i) canopy-air temperature differences (Tc - Ta); (ii) comparison with foliage temperatures in a well-watered field; and (iii) variability of foliage temperatures within a field. The widely used Crop Water Stress Index (CWSI) method (see Jackson et al. 1981) is based on observed canopy-air temperature differences. When a crop with full cover has adequate water it will transpire at the potential rate for that crop. The actual transpiration (i.e. evaporation) rate (Ea, mm h-1) will fall below the potential rate (Ep, mm h-1) when water becomes limiting. The ratio (Ea/Ep) is therefore an index of soil moisture availability. The ratio Ea/Ep will range from 1 (ample water; canopy resistance Rc is lowered to its potential value Rcp at potential transpiration Ep) to 0 (no available water, Rc becomes infinitely large). The CWSI ranges from 0 (no stress) to 1 (maximum stress) and has been defined as   ð18Þ CWSI ¼ 1  Ea Ep Jackson et al. (1981) expresses (Tc - Ta) for a closed canopy as a function of the available energy (Rn - G), vapour pressure deficit (ea* - ea), ra and rc. Hence CWSI may be expressed in terms of differences between canopy temperature and air temperature (see Choudhury 1983) as    ð19Þ CWSI ¼ ðTc  Ta Þ  ðTc  Ta Þmin ðTc  Ta Þmax ðTc  Ta Þmin where the subscripts min and max refer to unstressed conditions (i.e. maximum transpiration) and conditions of maximum stress (i.e. no transpiration). Choudhury (1989) defined CSWI in terms of foliage temperatures as  CWSI ¼ ðTv  Tov Tmax  Tov Þ ð20Þ v where Tvo and Tv are, respectively, the infrared foliage temperature of well-watered and water-stressed canopies, and Tvmax is the maximum attainable foliage temperature under
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the prevailing atmospheric conditions with a non-transpiring crop. CWSI may also be described with a resistance expression (see also Kustas et al. 2003a).      CWSI ¼ 1  Ea Ep ¼ 1 þ rcp ra ½1 þ ðrc =ra Þ ð21Þ where all symbols retain their previous meaning. The CWSI concept was originally developed for complete canopy conditions so that the observed surface temperatures may be assumed to be equal to the canopy temperatures; modifications are needed to use this approach for incomplete fractional cover (fc). Moran et al. (1994) used the Penman–Monteith equation with known values of Rn, ea and u to define the theoretical boundaries in the two-dimensional Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI)/(Trad - Ta) space. The boundaries define a trapezoid and local E rates were obtained from the location of local SAVI/(Trad - Ta) measurements within the date- and time-specific trapezoid. This ‘‘trapezoid method’’ can thus be used for estimating a Water Deficit Index (WDI) as well as the actual Ea for each pixel with uniform or non-uniform land cover if representative ground information is available to calculate the land surface fluxes at each of the vertices. It has been postulated that the narrow upper segment of the trapezoid collapses to a single vertex based on land surface/pixel size interactions (McVicar and Jupp 1998). This narrowing at the top of the trapezoid is most likely due to the fact that in natural ecosystems landscapes with full vegetation cover are usually not water stressed. Lambin and Ehrlich (1996) used an approach similar to that of Moran et al. (1994) for heterogeneous landscapes. Boulet et al. (2007) used time sequences of surface temperature over wheat (with LAI values ranging between 0 and a maximum of 4) and sparse grass (with LAI values \ 1) to show that the difference between the observed (actual) surface temperature (Ts) and the surface temperature for unstressed (potential) conditions (Tsp) may be used to estimate a stress factor S which is defined as S = 1 - (kE/kEp). Here (Ts - Tsp) approximates the foliage temperature difference (Tv - Tvo) in Eq. 20 for full cover and S approximates CWSI in Eq. 18. Boegh et al. (2002) express the control of the surface resistance (rs) on the latent heat flux through the Surface Control Coefficient (SCC) which is defined as SCC = 1 - X where X is the decoupling coefficient of Jarvis and McNaughton (1986). This decoupling coefficient expresses the degree of coupling between atmosphere and land surface as a function of the relative importance of atmospheric and surface resistances (see Overgaard et al. 2006). 7.2 Normalised Difference Temperature Index The various methods described in Sect. 6 (SEBAL, S-SEBI and WDI) are limited by the fact that each condition, i.e. very wet and very dry, fully vegetated and completely bare surfaces is not always present on a given image. McVicar and Jupp (2002) developed the Normalised Difference Temperature Index (NDTI) to overcome this limitation. NDTI defines the temperatures for very dry and very wet conditions by inverting a two-source SEB model and places the observed Ts values in an envelope defined by the modeled maximum and minimum temperatures. Thus NDTI ¼ ðT1  Ts Þ=ðT1  T0 Þ



ð22Þ



where the T1 and T0 values are calculated by setting the appropriate rs values to 1 s m-1 and 0 s m-1 respectively. These two resistances represent conditions of no
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evaporation and potential E, respectively. The NDTI represents an index of moisture availability and provides an estimate of the relative evaporation Kr = Ea/Ep. The NDTI method can be considered as a specific time-of-day version of the CWSI, though the requirements for wet and dry pixels in the same image are avoided. The inversion of the REBM is conducted at the time of the overpass, and to increase the number of locations available for this, input data are estimated from meteorological stations with daily timestep data (McVicar and Jupp 1999). Next, the NDTI values calculated at the isolated stations are spatially interpolated (in a ‘calculate-then-interpolate’ approach) using remotely sensed and meteorological covariates (McVicar and Jupp 2002). Estimates of Ea may be obtained by multiplying the NDTI by some estimate of Ep (see for example McVicar et al. 2007a). Nearly 9000 single-pass afternoon AVHRR images for south-east Australia have been processed using the NDTI approach since mid-1992 (McVicar et al. 2007b). In this area, with just over 2 million terrestrial 0.01° AVHRR pixels, there are only 217 meteorological stations (recording daily maximum and minimum air temperature and daily precipitation). The NDTI series shown in Fig. 4a is dominated by relatively higher values of relative evaporation along the eastern sea-board. Generally higher values of the relative evaporation associated with summer rains are seen in the north, while in the south one can observe the increase in Kr associated with winter rain that is utilized by the dryland broad-acre farms. The series of Ep generally follows the seasonal trends, though it is slightly modulated by the controls of topography on Rn and of surface elevation on Ta (e.g. McVicar et al. 2007a) in the mountainous regions of south-east Australia. Finally, the series of Ea (coupling the high spatial variability of the NDTI with the climatologically driven surfaces of Ep) shows distinct temporal and spatial trends in Ea. To highlight the spatial detail, Fig. 4b focuses on the Coleambally Irrigation Area (CIA), a rice-based irrigation system (where rice is flood irrigated), with other summer crops (that are furrow irrigated) including corn, soybeans and sorghum (Van Niel and McVicar 2004b; Van Niel et al. 2003), with surrounding dryland farms. There are a number of drains west of the irrigation area used to remove excess water from the region. Features to note include: (i) the lack of spatial variance in the Ep data contrasting that present in the NDTI and Ea data; (ii) high summer NDTI and Ea values in the irrigation area; (iii) drain outflow being captured to the west of the irrigation area in summer; and (iv) relatively high NDTI values in winter of both irrigation and surrounding dryland farms (due to widespread precipitation) so irrigation demand is lower as landholders attempt to utilize residual soil moisture after successfully growing summer crops (Van Niel and McVicar 2003). Figure 5a–c show fortnightly data extracted for an 80 km long transect running west– east through the centre of Fig. 4b (also running through the CIA) for NDTI, Ep and Ea, respectively. In each figure the x-axis is the distance along this transect and the y-axis is time through the year. These figures highlight patterns of the three distinctive regions of the CIA-subset, being: (i) west of CIA where the impact of the CIA drain is seen (0– 30 km along the transect); (ii) the CIA proper (30–58 km); and (iii) dryland agriculture east of the CIA (58–80 km). Figure 5a–c illustrate the same seasonal differences as shown in Fig. 4b. In addition, they also reveal some finer-scale features. For example, NDTI and Ea increase west of the CIA in the second fortnight of January, yet it takes another fortnight for the vegetation to respond, as detected by an increase in the NDVI (McVicar et al. 2007b). In the second fortnight of January direct evaporation from the soil surface would have been high before the vegetation responded. Also in the early part
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Fig. 4 Selected monthly surfaces of NDTI, Ep and Ea for 2001 for: (a) all of south-east Australia; and (b) an 80-km subset focusing on the Coleambally Irrigation Area (CIA). In both the central months of the four seasons are shown, and the location of the CIA is provided on the summer Ea data in (a). The NDTI is a monthly composite and for Ep and Ea monthly daily averages are shown



of the summer growing season (i.e. October and November) there is considerable evaporation from the flooded rice paddocks prior to canopy closure; it is unlikely that this would be detected using conductance measures derived from remote sensing based LAI data as implemented by Cleugh et al. (2007). Figure 5d–f are standard time series plots for individual pixels. The accurate estimation of Ea from intensive irrigation areas (such as the CIA) is an important feature of accurate water accounting systems that are currently being developed in many countries as competition for water resources increases. A review of the application of remote sensing technology to assist rice-based irrigation system management is
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Fig. 5 Fortnightly time series plot from 2001 for an 80 km transect located across the Coleambally Irrigation area of (a) NDTI; (b) Ep; and (c) Ea. The black line in (a), (b) and (c) is the profile of the first fortnight. Per pixel time series are shown for pixels located at (d) 15 km, (e) 40 km; and (f) 65 km, respectively, with the dashed line being the NDTI, the grey line being Ep and the black line being Ea. The NDTI is a fortnightly composite and fortnightly daily averages for Ep and Ea are shown
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provided by Van Niel and McVicar (2004a); the CIA example complements that work, by highlighting how regional remotely sensed data can be used to monitor irrigation system performance. 7.3 Methods Based on the Complementary Approach The complementarity relationship of Bouchet (1963) states that, as the land surface dries, the decrease in actual E is accompanied by an equal but opposite change in the potential E. This is expressed in Ep þ Ea ¼ Ew



ð23Þ



where Ep is the potential evaporation that would occur under prevailing atmospheric and energy conditions if evaporation was not water limited, Ea is the actual evaporation and Ew is the evaporation of an extended wet surface when Ea = Ep = Ew. Granger (1989) derived definitions for both Ep and Ew from the energy balance and mass transfer equations and expressed both in terms of vapour pressure gradients. Granger then introduced the following expression for an alternative complementary approach Ea þ Ep ðc=DÞ ¼ Ew ½1 þ ðc=DÞ



ð24Þ



where all symbols retain their previous meaning. Venturini et al. (2008) used Eq. 24 with estimates of the wet environment evaporation (Ew) obtained with the Priestley–Taylor equation given by Eq. 13. The relative evaporation ratio Kr = Ea/Ep is then approximated with Kr ¼ ðTu  Td Þ=ðTs  Td Þ



ð25Þ



where Td is the dewpoint temperature; Ts is the observed surface temperature with Ts & Trad; and Tu is the (unknown) temperature reached by the surface if it is brought to saturation without changing the actual surface water vapour pressure (es = eu*). It may be generally assumed that es* C es C ea so that Td B Tu B Ts. Venturini et al. (2008) show how Tu may be estimated from the saturation vapour pressure curve with the approximation Tu ¼ ½ðes   ea Þ  D1 Ts þ D2 Td =ðD2  D1 Þ



ð26Þ



where D2 and D1 represent the slopes of the tangent to the saturation vapour pressure curves at Td and Ts, respectively. Once Tu has been estimated, Kr may be calculated with Eq. 25. Finally, if Ew is computed with Eq. 13 and with Ep = E/Kr, one may calculate the actual evaporation for any surface from Ea ¼ aPT ½ðKr  DÞ=ðKr  D þ cÞðRn  GÞ



ð27Þ



where aPT is the Priestley–Taylor parameter, assumed to be equal to 1.26. In their study over the Southern Great Plains, Venturini et al. (2008) used the1 km MOD11 product as the source of surface temperature data and obtained air and dew point temperature profiles from MOD07. The instantaneous Ea values generated with Eq. 27 were integrated to more meaningful time scales, such as daily totals, using methods such as described by Batra et al. (2006). Daily Ea totals obtained on 7 clear sky days in 2003 were compared with flux measurements obtained at 15 Energy Balance Bowen Ratio stations distributed across the 3° 9 3° region. Results indicate that Ea may be obtained with an estimation error of ±15%.
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8 Use of Remotely Sensed Surface Temperature Data with Land Surface Models 8.1 Calibration of Land Surface Models; Parameter Optimization Since the 1980s a wide range of Land Surface Models (LSMs) and Soil–Vegetation– Atmosphere (SVAT) models have been developed to estimate heat and mass transfer at the land surface. LSMs contain physical descriptions of the transfer in the soil–vegetation– atmosphere continuum, and with proper initial and boundary conditions provide continuous simulations when driven by weather and radiation data. As Overgaard et al. (2006) discussed, energy-based LSMs are of particular interest because these approaches allow for a strong link to remote sensing applications. One limitation of LSMs is that they often require many input parameters related to vegetation and soil characteristics which are not readily available for landscapes or regions. Another concern is that the models may be used to address questions outside the area of application for which they have been developed. The principal objective of model calibration is to improve estimations and to identify likely parameter values for future modelling applications. Calibration involves adjusting the model parameters in order to closely match model output to some observed system behavior. This process becomes increasingly complicated when the spatial extent is increased from the local to regional scale and beyond, and more effective methods are required for calibrating regional-scale LSMs and developing appropriate land surface parameterizations. Franks and Beven (1997, 1999) employed a SVAT model (TOPUP) to explore a new stochastic approach to obtain improved representation of the spatial variability of land surface fluxes, through the combination of Monte Carlo simulation of multiple model realizations and spatial fluxes derived from Landsat TM. McCabe et al. (2005a) applied the Franks and Beven methodology for parameter optimization and for spatial disaggregation of modeled surface fluxes across a landscape using a time series of AVHRR derived land surface temperatures. Through model calibration by minimizing differences of the modeled Taero and the observed Trad, they obtained insight into both: (i) the evaporative patterns across a 275 km2 catchment; and (ii) the temporal development of the surface resistance (rs) over 51 days. Crow et al. (2003) used infrared surface temperatures from GOES, coupled with streamflow observations, to improve estimates of monthly evaporation derived from the VIC land surface model over the Southern Great Plains in the United States. Utilizing a multi-objective model calibration approach (Franks and Beven 1997; Gupta et al. 1998; Vrugt et al. 2003) they were able to reduce errors in model estimates of monthly evaporation by up to 20% relative to single-objective model calibration against streamflow alone. Generally though, efforts to utilize the spatially distributed nature of remote sensing data as a calibration source have been limited, with the focus over the last decade placed on data assimilation approaches to update model states, rather than inform the actual model structure. Traditionally, observed streamflow has been the single variable through which calibration of LSMs has progressed. This may be sufficient in simple rainfall-runoff processes, but in detailed land surface modelling efforts which attempt to reproduce distributed output on diverse variables and characterize system states in a dynamic manner, it is completely inadequate. Efforts to provide more multi-objective based assessment frameworks are required to enable improved representation of the Earth system using our current modelling capacity. Remote sensing approaches provide the only means of effectively addressing this.
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8.2 Data Assimilation in Land Surface Models Data assimilation is the incorporation of observations into a numerical model(s) with the purpose of providing the model with the best estimate of the current state of a system. Thus the numerical model must have the capacity to closely represent dynamic changes occurring in the system, and accept the on-line insertion (assimilation) of new observational data distributed heterogeneously in time and space. There are two types of data assimilation: (i) sequential assimilation which involves correcting state variables (e.g. temperature, soil moisture) in the model whenever remote sensing data are available; and (ii) variational assimilation when unknown model parameters are changed using data sets obtained over time windows of days to weeks. Remotely sensed land surface temperatures have been assimilated at point scales into various schemes for estimating land surface fluxes by comparing simulated and observed temperatures and adjusting either a state variable (e.g. soil moisture) or model parameters in the land surface process model. Such use of remote sensing data has highlighted problems of using spatial remote sensing data with spatial resolutions of tens or hundreds of kilometres with point-scale SVAT models and has led to the search for ‘‘effective’’ land surface parameters (e.g. Courault et al. 2005; Boulet et al. 1999). The use of remotely sensed Trad data for updating model parameters has been described by numerous authors including Taconet et al. (1986); Braden and Blanke (1993); Kustas et al. (1994a, b) and Ottle´ and Vidal-Madjar (1994). These authors have shown the feasibility of simulating the diurnal course of land surface fluxes with a SVAT model and periodically updating a key model parameter such as canopy resistance using remotely sensed surface temperature data. For example, Olioso et al. (2002a) described the successful assimilation of remote sensing data with a one-dimensional version of the land surface parameterization scheme of Noilhan and Mahfouf (1996). Van den Hurk et al. (1997) described how E maps derived from satellite data with the SEBAL approach (see Sect. 6.1) may be used to develop soil moisture fields for use in the initialization of an operational NWP model. Significant progress has been made in recent years in estimating surface fluxes from thermal imagery sequences through the use of temporal temperature changes, which reduce the need for absolute accuracy in satellite measurements, atmospheric corrections and precise land surface emissivity evaluation (see also Sect. 5). For example, Jones et al. (1998a, b) and Suggs et al. (1999) have assimilated surface heating rates derived from temporal changes in GOES surface temperature as proxy surface wetness measures in a regional atmospheric model and a mesoscale numerical weather prediction model, respectively. Caparrini et al. (2003) used an adjoint-state variational data assimilation approach (see Sun 1994) to map surface energy balance components at 1.1 km resolution for an 18-day period across an 8230 km2 basin using sequences of multi-satellite remotely sensed land surface temperature measurements and data from surface climate stations. Variational approaches are based on the formulation of an inverse (adjoint) physical constraint derived from the forecast (forward) model. The assimilation problem is then redefined as an iterative process aiming at minimizing the gap between observed and predicted states. The two most critical parameters were found to be: (i) a dimensionless bulk heat transfer coefficient CBN which captures how the landscape impacts on near-surface turbulence under neutral conditions; and (ii) the evaporative fraction (K) which reflects surface control on the relative magnitude of latent and sensible heat fluxes.
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In their study, Caperrini et al. (2003) used a forward force-restore model (see Bhumralkar 1975) for predicting the time evolution of the land surface temperature as a function of Rn, H and kE, thermal inertia and deep ground temperature. Their assimilation scheme compared remotely sensed land surface temperature with predictions based on the forward model. The scheme then merged the two estimates by minimizing the squared difference between the measured and the predicted states over the entire assimilation period. The assimilation of observed land surface temperatures provided time-invariant values of CBN across the basin as well as daily values of the evaporative fraction K. The study demonstrated the capability to map latent and sensible heat fluxes at half-hourly time steps from remotely sensed land surface temperatures and surface meteorological data. The authors concluded that longer assimilation windows should be considered so that predictive relations may be established between the critical CBN and K parameters and local atmospheric forcing and landscape factors. In a later paper Caparrini et al. (2004) presented results of model tests using forcing data and independent validation data from the First ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE). They explored the use of remotely sensed land surface temperatures for regional E mapping by under-sampling the FIFE ground based surface temperature measurements and by using only five land surface temperature measurements per day which corresponded to the number of overpassses of existing orbiting satellites. Comparisons with measured H and kE fluxes yielded RMSE values of 78 and 50 W m-2, respectively, when using five Trad observations, while such errors were 76 and 48 W m-2 when all half-hourly Trad values were used. While there has been some progress employing data assimilation approaches to improve model predictions, particularly in regards to soil moisture investigations (Houser et al. 1998; Walker and Houser 2001; Pan and Wood 2006), surface flux assimilation presents a more difficult problem (see Pan et al. 2008). One of the key limitations of land surface modelling approaches is that they, by construct, force energy and water balance closure. While this is certainly a desirable outcome, the usual means of accounting for water surplus is by routing to the soil moisture store and increasing the efficiency of E through parameter calibration. Such water budget constraints routinely lead to over-estimation of E (Haddeland et al. 2006), even if maintaining good agreement to runoff estimates.



9 Discussion 9.1 Limitations of Estimates Derived from Thermal Imagery This section provides an overview of the limitations of the methods described in earlier sections and identifies issues which cause uncertainty in E estimation. Errors in the land surface temperature. There is considerable uncertainty about the accuracy of Trad observations due to the roles of atmospheric factors and surface emissivity, as well as view angle effects. A number of direct retrieval algorithms (which use atmospheric soundings combined with radiative transfer models) and indirect retrieval algorithms (which only use satellite observations) have been proposed to correct for atmospheric effects and to obtain the brightness temperature, which is the temperature of a black body that would have the same radiance as that observed by the radiometer (see Norman and Becker 1995). Emissivity information is needed in order to estimate the radiative temperature of the land surface.
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All estimation methods using land surface temperature and air temperature are affected by errors in the estimation or measurements of those temperatures. Timmermans et al. (2007) recently conducted an intercomparison of the TSM model (see Sect. 4.2) and the SEBAL model (see Sect. 6.1). Sensitivity analysis showed that uncertainty in surface temperature had a significant impact on sensible heat flux (H) estimation. It was shown that a 3 K deviation in surface temperature yielded H deviations with TSM of up to 75%. A similar deviation in the difference between surface and air temperature with SEBAL led to H deviations of up to 45%. Few models deal explicitly with the inequality between Trad and Taero. The difference between these two temperatures depends on many factors, including vegetation type and fractional cover fc as well as the view angle h. Uncertainty in observations of Trad and Tair may be reduced by using the temporal variation in temperature (see Sect. 5) or by using the spatial variation in Trad (as described in Sect. 6), thus reducing the need for absolute accuracy in satellite observations of Trad. This has been done through the use of image-based calibration procedures (e.g. Bastiaanssen et al. 1998a) or by introducing an excess resistance (rex) (see Kustas et al. 2003a). However, the estimation of rex as a function of zom and zoh is uncertain as it requires assumptions about the constancy of the ratio between the two roughness lengths, as well as information about wind profile and atmospheric stability. Another serious limitation of several spatial variability methods is that the highest and lowest surface temperatures observed in the one scene are assumed to represent very dry and very wet pixels and that those extreme values are a necessary component of the estimation procedure although there is no certainty that those conditions are actually present in the scene. Errors in estimates of the available energy. The available energy (Rn - G) may be obtained from ground based point observations of Rn and G, but would then lack spatial representativeness. Estimation of Rn requires observations of K;, a, LAI, emissivity of land surface and atmosphere, and Trad. Note that such estimation of Rn brings together errors in the estimation of both short and long-wave components. There is also the need for sub-models to estimate G, for example as function of NDVI. For daily models G is often ignored. An alternative approach is to assume that G is a constant fraction of Rn (e.g. G = 0.1Rn), but this ignores diurnal variation as well as the fact that there is a phase difference between the diurnal cycles of Rn and G. Other data requirements. The models described in this paper generally show a demand for ground based meteorological data such as air temperature and wind speed. The time and location of air temperature (Tair) observations, as well as their spatial representativeness, are critical when the method depends on computing (Taero - Tair). Wind speed and aerodynamic surface characteristics pose a major challenge. Estimates of the aerodynamic resistance ra require stability corrections as well as suitable values for roughness lengths zom and zoh and zero displacement level d, although some authors (e.g. Boegh et al. 2002) have developed iterative techniques to estimate ra which do not require estimates of surface parameters or adjusted kB-1 values. Models are used (e.g. Diak 1990) which integrate the planetary boundary layer (PBL) and simulate the temporal and vertical evolution of temperature and wind speed. Such models require radiosonde data or output from global circulation models (GCMs) to initialize the modelling. Other studies use air temperature at greater heights (e.g. 50 m above the ground rather than the usual screen reference height) to achieve greater spatial representativeness. Incomplete vegetation cover. Two-source models have been developed to address incomplete vegetation cover. Such models require parameterizations for the partitioning of the computed surface temperature between soil and vegetation, for the turbulent exchange
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of heat and mass between soil and atmosphere and between vegetation and atmosphere. Various resistance networks have been proposed to represent the coupling/decoupling of energy/mass exchanges in the soil–vegetation–atmosphere continuum. Two-source models also require assumptions about solar transmittance, extinction coefficients and canopy emissivity in order to estimate Rn profiles in the canopy. Limitations of spatial variability methods. The most serious limitation of spatial variability methods such as the triangle method is that a large number of pixels are required over the area of interest with a wide range of soil wetness and fractional vegetation cover. There is also some subjectivity involved in determining the so-called warm edge and the vegetation limits of bare soil and full cover. Identification is more easily achieved with high resolution images or with images displaying a sufficiently wide range in surface wetness conditions and land cover conditions. Limitations of empirical vegetation index models. Wang et al. (2007) indicated that use of their empirical vegetation index model should be restricted to regions where net radiation is a major controlling factor and where large scale advection is not important. Glenn et al. (2007) lists a number of other empirical approaches which have different dominant controls. They also point out that empirical vegetation index methods may be useful at time scales of weeks to years but are unable to capture E at time scales of days or shorter, as required in irrigation applications. It is also noted that ‘‘such time series studies may be confounded by spurious autocorrelations if E and vegetation index independently follow the same seasonal trend’’ (see Glenn et al. 2007, p. 152). Limitations of process based models. The land surface models described in Sect. 8 vary widely in their complexity. In recent decades, these models have become very complex with large numbers of parameters. Beven and Binley (1992) noted that many models are over-parameterized and have drawn attention to the issue of equifinality: various combinations of model parameter values may yield similar results. Remote sensing data may be used to provide (initial) values of model parameters (NDVI, LAI, fc) and may be used to correct state variables in the model. Nocturnal transpiration. Night-time transpiration has been widely observed using sapflow and gas exchange measurements, with ratios of night-time to day-time transpiration as large as 25% being reported (Dawson et al. 2007). Summer values of this ratio are more typically in the range of 10–20%, decreasing to less than 5% in winter. Such ratios have been reported for a wide variety of ecosystems (see Dawson et al. 2007). Nocturnal transpiration is correlated with increases in nocturnal vapour pressure deficit (i.e. ea* - ea) and u, explaining respectively 54% and 37% of the observed variation from a well-watered site in south-east Australia (Benyon 1999). If nocturnal transpiration occurs at sites with high LAI (meaning daytime soil E is likely to be low) then this process, which is not usually modeled, could be an important source of error in remote sensing based estimates of Ea. Conversely, at sites with low LAI, likely increases in daytime soil E will tend to reduce this source of error so that it may be ignored when considering daily TIR-based estimates of Ea. Diffuse radiation. On cloudy days diffuse light usually dominates, whereas direct light is dominant on clear days when most TIR data are acquired for use in modelling applications. In most SEB models only the total Rn flux is considered, and not the relative fractions of diffuse and direct radiation. Most SEB models use daytime data obtained for clear-sky conditions and the fact that the direct component is greater than the diffuse component has little impact. However, if one wants to develop a system to continuously monitor the water balance, the consequences of an increased diffuse fraction need to be considered, because the vegetation uses diffuse radiation more efficiently than direct
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radiation (see Roderick et al. 2001 and the references therein). To ignore such differences in water use efficiency would lead to significant differences in estimates of E. Most SEB models have been developed for use in cloud-free conditions and do not differentiate between direct and diffuse radiation, with one recent exception. At a rangeland site Anderson et al. (2008) incorporated an analytical light use efficiency (LUE) model developed by Anderson et al. (2000) into ALEXI and found that the error in 30-min flux estimates was reduced from 16% to 12%. Current research (Anderson, pers. comm. 2008) focuses on implementing and assessing the use of the LUE approach at the continental scale to account for differences in light use efficiency when the record of remotely sensed observations has gaps associated with cloud. Dew. Early-morning dew on the vegetation surface has received little attention when using satellite based Trad data for estimating E. Using ground based spectral radiometers, Pinter (1986) showed that there was no measurable change in radiant temperature of wellwatered wheat transpiring at near-potential rates with and without dew. However, if the vegetation were not well-watered, then it is expected that the presence of dew would impact the satellite measurement of Trad and ultimately E. This potential impact would be greater for satellite data acquired mid-morning (e.g. Landsat) compared to those commonly acquired mid-afternoon (e.g. AVHRR). Given the wide variety of methods to estimate E fusing data from different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, the impact of dew on early-morning passive microwave (e.g., Wigneron et al. 1996) and reflective (e.g., Pinter 1986; Heusinkveld et al. 2008) data also needs to be acknowledged. Limitations of satellite coverage. Satellites providing high spatial resolution imagery usually have lower temporal frequency; conversely low spatial resolution is usually associated with increased frequency. Different applications need different spatial and temporal coverage rates and require different ‘‘turn-around’’ times. If acquiring the imagery and applying the E estimation method requires too much time, the method becomes less attractive for operational applications as for example in determining water requirements in irrigated agriculture. Another important issue for optical remote sensing is that the presence of clouds results in intermittent coverage so that many data applications and model validations are biased towards clear sky conditions. Intermittent coverage makes application of TIR methods in tropical regions such as Papua New Guinea quite unreliable and impractical; though environmental metrics such as Trad/NDVI derived from monthly and longer composite AVHRR imagery have provided regional-level information about drought in such cloudy regions (McVicar and Bierwirth 2001). It also highlights the need for: (i) gap filling procedures such as described by Anderson (2007a, b); and (ii) coupling models based on TIR remote sensing with data obtained with passive microwave sensors which have lower spatial resolution but are not affected by cloud (Renzullo et al. 2008). Finally, few studies report on the use of data from different satellite/sensor systems although there are significant differences in wavelength and resolution between various satellite/sensor systems which point to opportunities for data fusion (see Courault et al. 2005; Kustas et al. 2003c; McCabe et al. 2008b). 9.2 Evaluation of Remote Sensing Based Approaches To date, there exist no effective means of evaluating spatially distributed outputs of either remote sensing based approaches or LSMs at scales greater than a few kilometers— particularly over non-homogeneous surfaces.
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In order to assess their performance, remote sensing approaches and LSMs are routinely evaluated against each other (see for example French et al. 2005; Olioso et al. 2002b) or against ground based localized flux measurements with eddy covariance techniques (see for example Twine et al. 2000), Bowen ratio approaches and scintillometry (de Bruin et al. 1996; Green et al. 2001) or lysimeter techniques. It may be noted here that the uncertainty associated with Bowen ratio and eddy covariance measurements has been given at about 20% (see Kustas and Norman 1996; Norman et al. 1995, Farahani et al. 2007; Twine et al. 2000). Glenn et al. (2007) described recent developments in the use of flux towers equipped with Bowen ratio or eddy covariance instrumentation. They noted that the number of flux tower installations is increasing every year and reported that data sets comprising several years of energy, water vapor and CO2 flux measurements are now available for some 250 locations worldwide. Even with these well developed and well established approaches, the accuracy of assessments is generally only within 10% (see Glenn et al. 2007), which is likely to diminish dramatically as the complexity of a landscape increases and/or meteorological conditions change away from the tower. The accuracy is also completely reliant on an effective and regular calibration procedure—which is very variable for some of the AmeriFlux or FluxNet data. This point was illustrated by Wilson et al. (2002) who reported an imbalance of 20% across 22 FLUXNET eddy correlation sites due to non-closure of the energy balance. There are also few studies which address the representativeness of tower sites, especially in complex terrain. An example of one such study is Pypker et al. (2007) who used 10 and 28 m towers to observe the importance of cold air drainage in a steeply sided forested watershed. It must be noted here that evaluation of remote sensing based approaches with ground based data tends to favor those few clear sky days when fluxes are reproduced most agreeably, and relatively flat locations where flux towers are overwhelmingly located. As a result, routine estimation of E using Trad is constrained to some extent by issues of measurement scale i.e. the length scale of the underlying land surface unit that can be accurately monitored using ground based techniques and the time scale controlled by cloudiness conditions and satellite repeat characteristics. In Table 2 the results of about 30 validation studies are summarized in which remote sensing based estimates are compared with ground based measurements of evaporation. These measurements have been made with eddy covariance and/or Bowen ratio equipment on masts or flux towers. Each entry provides references to the original study with a description of the technique and to the paper with the actual validation as well as details on land surface type, the source of the sources of the necessary data and the time step. For each validation the Table lists, where available, RMSE, r2 value and the relative error.7 Table 2 indicates that agreement between estimates and observations is reasonable with r2 values in the 0.65–0.96 range. It shows that most techniques have uncertainties in the 15–30% range which is in broad agreement with Verstraeten et al. (2008), Glenn et al. (2007) and Jiang et al. (2004) who report uncertainties of 20–30%.The one paper describing assimilation of land surface temperatures in a land surface energy balance model (Caparrini et al. 2004) shows validation results which are comparable with other remote sensing techniques. 7 RMSE = Root Mean Square Error = square root of the mean of the squares of the differences between estimate and observation; r = correlation coefficient and r2 = coefficient of determination; and Relative Error = estimation error = (RMSE/mean value ) 9100%.
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One-source SEB



4.1



5



Method



Section



Kustas (1990)



Su et al. (2007)



McCabe and Wood (2006)



McCabe and Wood (2006)



Su et al. (2005)



Su et al. (2005)



Boegh et al. (2002)



Kustas (1990)



Validation



Li et al. (2006)



Norman et al. Anderson et al. (2003) (1997) [ALEXI], Norman et al. (2003)[disALEXI]



Kustas and Norman (1999)



Norman et al. (1995) French et al. [TSM] (2005)



Norman et al. (1995) Norman et al. [TSM] (2000)



Norman et al. (1995) Kustas and [TSM] Norman (1999)



Kustas (1990)



Su (2002) [SEBS]



Su (2002)



Su (2002)



Su (2002)



Su (2002)



Boegh et al. (2002)



Kustas (1990)



Source



Mast; aircraft



Trad, NDVI and albedo



Wheat, pasture



Corn and soybean



Corn and soybean



Observed



Derived



Derived



Derived



Observed



Observed



Derived



Observed



Rn - G



EC



Observed



EC



EC



BR EC



BR EC



BR EC



EC



EC



EC



EC



EC



EC



BR EC



E



Derived



Derived GOES, Airborne TIMS, TMS



Landsat7 ETM, Landsat5TM



ASTER



Derived



Masts; aircraft Observed



Mast, aircraft



MODIS



Landsat 7 ETM



ASTER



Mast



Mast



Masts Shrubland, rangeland, pasture, salt cedar



Furrowed cotton



Furrowed cotton



Grassland, crops, (rain)forest



Corn and soybean



Corn and soybean



Soybean



Corn



Wheat, grass, maize, Landsat TM barley



Furrowed cotton



Surface type



Table 2 Validation of remote sensing techniques for estimating evaporation



Hourly



30 min



30 min



30 min



Instant



30 min



Daily



Instant



Instant



30 min



30 min



30 min



30 min



Time step



40–50



50–55



94



105



37–47



48



44



68



99



40



47



27



24–85



0.77



0.66



0.84



0.89



0.87



RMSE r2 (W m-2)



20



10–15



26



27



12–15



15



25



14



10–25



Relative error (%)
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123



123



Bastiaanssen et al. (1998a) Bastiaanssen (2000) [SEBAL]



Roerink et al. (2000) Verstraeten et al. [S-SEBI] (2005)



Time-rate of change



Trad, a and VIs



Trad and a



Trad and VIs



Trad and VIs



Trad and VIs



Trad and VIs



5



6.1



6.2



6.3



6.3



6.3



6.3



Jiang and Islam (2001)



Jiang and Islam (2001)



Jiang and Islam (2001)



Jiang and Islam (2003)



Jiang and Islam (2001)



Jiang and Islam (2001)



Carlson et al. (1995a) Gillies et al. [Triangle Method] (1997)



French et al. (2005)



Anderson et al. Anderson et al. (2007a, b) (1997) [ALEXI], Norman et al. (2003)[disALEXI]



Norman et al. (2000) Norman et al. [DTD] (2000)



Time-rate of change



Validation



5



Source



Method



Section



Table 2 continued Trad, NDVI and albedo



Mixed farming, cropping, forest, tall& short grass



AVHRR



Derived



Observed



AVHRR Mixed farming, forest, tall &short grass



Observed



Derived



Derived



Derived



Derived



Aircraft M/S scanner



AVHRR



ASTER



GOES, MODIS



Derived



Rn - G



AVHRR Mixed farming, forest, tall & short grass



Tallgrass prairie, grasslands, steppeshrub



Forests



Corn and soybean



Water, forest, woodland, shrubland, grassland, crops, bare, built-up



IRT on masts Shrubland, rangeland, pasture, bare, salt cedar



Surface type



BR EC



BR EC



BR EC



BR EC



EC



EC



EC



BR EC



E



58



65



During 59 overpass



During 50 overpass



During 85 overpass



During 25–55 overpass



35 30 min during overpass



0.79



0.90



0.64



0.80–0.90



RMSE r2 (W m-2)



55 30 min, during overpass



Hourly



30 min



Time step



15



17



30



10–30



24



15



25



17



Relative error (%)
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Method



Trad and VIs



Trad and VIs



Empirical method based on EVI



Trad and climate data



Trad and compl. approach



Trad and compl. approach



Assimilation of Trad



Assimilation of Trad



Section



6.3



6.3



6.4



7.2



7.3



7.3



8.2



8.2



Table 2 continued



Caparrini et al. (2004)



Caparrini et al. (2004)



Caparrini et al. (2004)



Venturini et al. (2008)



Mast IRT



Mast IRT



MODIS



Tall-grass prairie



Tall-grass prairie



IRT on masts



IRT on masts



Rangelands, pasture, MODIS wheat



Crago and Grassland, Crowley (2005) rangelands



McVicar and Jupp Cropping (1999)



Wang et al. (2007) Forest, grassland, cropping



Caparrini et al. (2004)



Venturini et al. (2008)



Granger (1989) [Complementary method]



McVicar and Jupp (2002) [NDTI]



Wang et al. (2007)



Forest, corn, soybean, wheat, shrubland rangeland, tallgrass



Observed



Observed



Derived



Observed



Observed



Observed



Derived



Rn - G



AVHRR



Trad, NDVI and albedo Derived



Surface type



MODIS, Batra et al. (2006) Mixed farming, forest, tall &short AVHRR grass



Validation



Nishida et al. (2003a) Nishida et al. (2003a)



Jiang and Islam (2001)



Source



EC BR



EC BR



BR



EC BR



BR



EC



EC



BR



E



56



34



16–132



Daily 20 averages



30 min



Instant. on 7 days



10 min, 30 min



88–72 AVHRR and TM overpass time



16-day 32 averages



Day time 45 averages



0.96



0.79



0.52–0.81



0.81



0.86



0.77–0.84



RMSE r2 (W m-2)



During 51–56 overpass



Time step



15



27–30



36



22–28



Relative error (%)
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The uncertainties shown here will depend on whether the available energy (Rn - G) used in estimating evaporation is derived from satellite data (see Sect. 2) or obtained from ground based measurements. For example, Jiang and Islam (2001) reported that use of ground based (Rn - G) observations rather than values derived from remote sensing did improve the accuracy of the remote sensing technique as shown by the decrease in the relative error from 30% down to 17%. It should also be noted that the (Rn - G) term used in the Bowen Ratio or eddy covariance approaches to measuring evaporation is always based on ground based observations. These validations indicate that there is a need to develop an effective framework to validate land surface models beyond the standard field scale because modelling approaches are usually employed at regional scales. This review has also shown that the distributed nature of remote sensing observations has not yet been utilized effectively to evaluate and improve land surface model simulations, though early promising approaches have been developed. The inability to evaluate remote sensing based estimates in a distributed manner is a serious limitation in broader scale applications of such approaches. Estimates of evaporation (E) may be evaluated from rainfall (P) and streamflow (Q) over longer periods by closing the water balance expressed by E = P – Q - dS/dt, provided the spatial and temporal variability of rainfall is known and temporal changes in the soil moisture store (dS/dt) can be ignored by assuming steady state conditions. However, at shorter time scales, dS/dt becomes increasingly important (e.g. Brown et al. 2005; McVicar et al. 2007c) and must be accounted for. It is also noted that there would be serious difficulties with such evaluation in regions with significant and/or variable groundwater exploitation. Another fully independent validation approach at monthly time scales for very large river basins could be if dS/dt is estimated through deconvolution of the gravity field from GRACE accelerometer measurements (see for example Rodell et al. 2004). Finally, there have also been some efforts to explore more semi-qualitative based approaches. The concept of hydrological consistency (McCabe et al. 2008b) is one that has recently been introduced to provide a means of evaluating/validating LSMs. The search for hydrological consistency is fundamentally an effort to seek improvement in hydrological simulation, through ensuring concurrence between independent observations of water and energy cycle variables rather than reliance solely on single-process and single-variable oriented approaches. 9.3 Temporal and Spatial Scaling Issues All the methods described in Sects. 4–7 provide instantaneous E estimates at the time of satellite overpass whereas most applications in irrigated agriculture and in hydrology require E values over daily or longer time periods. This requires extrapolation from instantaneous values to daily time steps, and beyond. Such temporal scaling has been implemented with analytical expressions based on the assumption that the temporal trend in kE throughout the day follows the course of K; (see Jackson et al. 1983) or of Rn (see Seguin and Itier 1983; Sanchez et al. 2008). An alternative, and more widely used, approach to temporal scaling is based on the observation (see for example Crago 1996; Crago and Brutsaert 1996; Caparrini et al. 2004) that for unstressed vegetation the evaporative fraction K remains fairly constant for most of the day-light hours, and especially from mid-morning to mid-afternoon. K may thus be calculated when Rn, G and H are estimated at the time of satellite overpass. Hence, with a known K value, the instantaneous E value can be scaled up to daily values if the Rn is
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known over 24 h, with the assumption that G is negligible over the diurnal cycle or by considering the phase difference between Rn and G (Gentine et al. 2007). The accuracy of the constant evaporative fraction approach has been estimated to be better than ±1 mm/ day (Hall et al. 1992; Kustas et al. 1994b). Another approach to temporal scaling is to hold the ratio between the actual E and some potential or reference E, i.e. Ea/Eref, constant between successive remote sensing observations and to update the ratio when a new estimate of Ea is available with new remote sensing observations. For example in SEBAL the surface resistance rs is kept constant between remote sensing observations so that the Penman–Monteith expression can be used to estimate Ep and Ea between successive remote sensing observations. METRIC (see Allen et al. 2007a) uses a reference crop E to extrapolate instantaneous Ea estimates to daily rates. Most E models are assumed to be scalable in geographic space; that is, it is assumed that they can operate across field scales and larger. That surface temperature scales non-linearly and cannot simply be upscaled (e.g. McCabe et al. 2008a), as is the case with many other forcing variables and parameters (Garratt and Prata 1996; Moran et al. 1997), makes this assumption difficult to verify. Many methods, or models, that work well at the local scale may become unreliable when used at regional and larger scales and over non-homogeneous land surfaces. This may be caused by poor model initialization, unrepresentative values for the key model parameters, or more generally, a lack of knowledge of the dominant physical processes operating at different scales. Further, whether models are capable of multi-scale estimates is difficult to verify, given that evaluation of models generally only ever takes place at the field scale and for intensive field campaigns (e.g. Norman et al. 2003; Kustas et al. 2004; Su et al. 2005; Verstraeten et al. 2008). The possibility of resolving these questions is complicated by the lack of an appropriate scaling theory in hydrology (Beven and Fisher 1996) which limits the effective synthesis of multi-resolution data. Generally, spatial scaling studies have focused on a single sensor, progressively degrading the pixel size to mimic expected results from sensors with coarser resolution (Kustas et al., 2004; Li et al. 2005; 2008). Some recent efforts have attempted to address scaling by analyzing remotely based estimates of E from independent multiresolution satellite sensors. McCabe and Wood (2006) employed data from Landsat-ETM, ASTER and MODIS to independently estimate land surface fluxes, allowing direct comparison of results across measurement resolutions. Like Kustas et al. (2004) and Li et al. (2008) who used aggregated Landsat data, McCabe and Wood found that while high resolution data accurately reproduced tower based retrievals, the coarser scale data showed less agreement. However, they also found that the catchment average evaporation was well maintained with all three satellite platforms, indicating the potential utility of MODIS scale retrievals for water management applications. Figure 6 details maps of kE derived from McCabe and Wood (2006), illustrating the consistency in the high resolution retrievals, and also the removal of high resolution structure from the coarser scale MODIS retrievals. At the other end of the scale it has also been observed that large scale methods such as ALEXI, need to be disaggregated (see disALEXI) before their output can be used and/or validated at the regional or local scale (see Norman et al. 2003; Kustas et al. 2003c). There is a need for approaches that utilize low-resolution (greater than 1 km) satellite platforms, to inform upon the field scale. Indeed, the use of high-temporal/low-spatial resolution geostationary platforms has been limited in land surface hydrological studies. Approaches that merge the interests of larger scale hydrological and climatological research, with the needs of irrigation and water resource managers, offer an excellent means to address the competing needs of these communities.
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Fig. 6 The influence of scale on E estimates using Landsat, ASTER and MODIS based retrievals (Fig. 3 from McCabe and Wood 2006). Instantaneous retrievals from 1 July 2002 are presented for a small (14 km2) watershed within the SMACEX02 field experiment (Kustas et al. 2005) at 60 m, 90 m and 1020 m resolution. As in Fig. 3c, results illustrate good agreement and consistency at high resolutions, but less so at coarser scales ([1 km). These coarse scale measurements however, were shown to provide good characterization of the catchment average E, highlighting the utility of remote sensing approaches in water resource management and related hydrological applications



It must also be noted in the context of data fusion that joint use of data from different sensors makes it necessary to consider discrepancies in land surface temperatures. For example Liu et al. (2007) recently compared several correction approaches to reduce discrepancies in Trad observed with MODIS and ASTER which have complementary resolutions of 960 m and 90 m, respectively.



10 Concluding Remarks From this review a brief listing of residual challenges and future directions follows: (i) remote sensing approaches for estimating E are used in several areas including (a) irrigation management and crop water demand assessment, (b) plant growth, carbon and
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nutrient cycling and production modelling in dry land agriculture and forestry, (c) catchment hydrology, and (d) larger scale meteorology and climatology applications; (ii) areal E values are needed in each application area. Remote sensing can make a major contribution towards understanding the spatial variability in land surface fluxes and in arriving at representative areal values; (iii) in the context of irrigated agriculture, evaporation data is used at high spatial and temporal resolutions and the utility of remote sensing approaches is therefore largely controlled by the satellite’s return rate and cloud conditions. For most practical purposes the twice-monthly (at best) temporal response of high-resolution platforms (ASTER and Landsat) is inadequate, so these approaches rely upon the development of improved methods for temporal extrapolation to achieve at least daily values; (iv) while lacking high resolution spatial detail, for applications in catchment hydrology as well as meteorological and climatological applications, daily 1 km resolution MODIS and/or AVHRR data can provide good estimates of the catchment’s average evaporation on a daily basis subject to cloud cover, thus providing a valuable data source, particularly for flood forecasting, drought detection, weather prediction, and other land and water management issues. Geostationary platforms offer increasingly improved spatial resolutions (*5 km) with unsurpassed temporal frequency (up to 15 min), but remain an under-utilized resource; (v) for larger scale applications in meteorology and climatology ‘‘operational’’ evaporation models are required which couple land surface and atmospheric models and may be used at a range of spatial (regional, continental, global) and temporal (days, weeks, months) scales. Such models require routine data input at daily time steps and will increasingly use data from geostationary satellites in order to avoid being constrained by once-daily overpasses. (vi) there are considerable errors associated with using surface temperatures to estimate sensible heat flux because of significant inaccuracies in Trad observations, the inequality between Trad and Taero, and the temporal and spatial variability in the difference between Trad and Taero. There are also errors in estimating the available energy (Rn - G) and other ground based meteorological observations, as well as errors due to various model assumptions. This paper reports on several approaches which are aimed at reducing the impact of those uncertainties; (vii) Seguin et al. (1999) found that the majority of published remote sensing methods for estimating E had an accuracy of ±80–90 W m-2 or 1.5 mm day-1. They noted that more precise evaluation was needed at various scales and suggested that E flux retrieval accuracy for many agricultural and hydrological applications should have an accuracy of *50 W m-2 or 0.8 mm day-1 at the field scale, although this will vary with individual applications; (viii) the present paper lists some 30 validations of remote sensing approaches for estimating E which report on average an RMSE of just over 50 W m-2. A surprising feature is that the more complex physical and analytical methods are not necessarily more accurate than statistical or empirical methods, such as the methods described in Sect. 6.5. However, the datasets required to force (or train) some of the empirical methods are not available everywhere; (ix) comparisons with ground based measurements which themselves have a reported uncertainty of 10–15%, indicate that the various remote sensing techniques for estimating E have uncertainties of 15–30%; (x) intermittent satellite coverage due to the presence of clouds results in E estimation which is biased to clear and dry days. Intermittent coverage emphasizes the need to
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develop gap filling procedures. There is also a need for considering the relative fractions of direct and diffuse radiation which are dependent on cloud cover and their impact on water use by vegetation. Evaluation over cloudy and non-cloudy periods will likely adjust the reported accuracies of the various remote sensing approaches; (xi) there is a need for improved temporal scaling procedures to extrapolate instantaneous estimates of evaporation obtained at the time of the satellite overpass to E values for hourly, daily or longer time periods. Temporal scaling also needs to consider the importance of nocturnal transpiration; (xii) extrapolation of daily values to weekly totals and beyond must be based on integrated E values rather than the use of averaged surface temperature values which are strongly biased towards days with minimal cloud cover; (xiii) remote sensing can provide area-average values of surface fluxes at the relevant scale. However, aggregation rules are needed for (a) uniform terrain and land cover, (b) over mixed vegetation with length scales of less than 10 km, and (c) for land cover which is organized at a scale of at least 10 km (see Shuttleworth 1991); (xiv) large-area applications of the methods described in Sects. 3–8 are hampered by the lack of appropriate ground based observations (e.g. air temperature, wind speed and solar radiation at the time of Trad data acquisition) although methods are available to estimate these from daily extreme and integral ground based observations and by limited information on land surface characteristics (e.g. surface roughness length and vegetation properties); (xv) only a small number of studies have reported on the use of data from satellite/sensor systems with significant differences in wavelength and resolution which point to opportunities for data fusion. Such data fusion would allow for representative areal values to be derived as well as the links between large scale and regional-scale E estimation and other components of the hydrological cycle to be investigated; and (xvi) data fusion approaches may assist in the synthesis of multi-resolution data, in the development of a theory of scale dependence and in testing hypotheses for obtaining representative areal values of evaporation for homogeneous and heterogeneous landscapes and vegetation cover. While we acknowledge that the collective journey of using thermal remote sensing to estimate regional (and larger scale) evaporation will undoubtedly pose more research questions than listed here, we also note the current increased utility of thermal remote sensing based E estimates in operational monitoring and decision support systems, illustrating the significant advances that have been made in three decades of research and investigation. Acknowledgements The authors wish to thank Wim Bastiaanssen, Gilles Boulet, Huub Savenije and two anonymous referees for their useful comments on earlier drafts of this paper.
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